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CABSTRALT 3 

This field study investigated the relationship amang 

behaviaral and perceptual measures of the Leader-Member 

Exchange ¢LMX) relationship and oarganizational cautcoame 

variables. The major purposes of this study were ta 

determine: ¢€1) the extent toa which the dyad is the 

appropriate level of analysis for the examination of 

manager—-suberdinate relationships, ¢€2) which objectively 

mbserved managerr behaviors are impeartant in defining 

negatiating latitude, the mast commonly used measure af LMX, 

and ¢€39 whether these behaviors or traditional self-reports 

of negotiating latitude better predict argqanizational 

mutcame variables. 

Two hundred ninety-two manager-subcardinate dyads fram 

18 work groups in a manufacturing plant were observed by 

trained research assistants and completed questionnaires. 

Measures included sbserved manager behaviors defined by the 

Operant Supervisory Taxonomy and Index COSTI>), subsardinates’ 

absence rates, and managers’ and subsrdinates’ perceptions



of subordinates’ satisfaction Cqeneral satisfaction, 

satisfaction with supervisor, growth satisfaction, work 

satisfaction, coworker satisfaction), subordinate’s intent 

to withdraw, and negotiating latitude C¢NL>. 

Within and between analysis I CWABA I) indicated the 

manager-subcardinate dyad as the appropriate level af 

analysis for NL, general satisfaction, satisfaction with 

supervisor, grawth satisfaction, wark satisfaction, coworker 

satisfaction, and turnever intent. WABA II revealed 

Significant dyadic relationships between NL and all measures 

af satisfaction as well as turnover intent. 

Bivariate regression analysis revealed a significant 

relationship between negotiating latitude and absenteeism. 

Multiple regression analysis showed manager behaviors Ci.e., 

antecedents) predicted negotiating latitude. Hawever, 

multiple regression failed to reveal that manager behaviors 

predicted measures of satisfaction, turnover intent, or 

absenteeism. 

Finally, hierarchical regression revealed that manager 

behaviors ¢i.e@., consequences) added toa the predictive 

ability of negotiating latitude for general satisfaction. 

However, the addition of manager behaviors ta negotiating 

latitude using hierarchical regression failed to produce a 

Significant change in F-square for any other scutcome 

variables.
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INTRODUCTION 

Leadership experts canducted many studies during the 

past two decades. Their investigations consistently suggest 

that instead of adhering to an average leadership style, 

managers behave differently towards their individual 

subardinates as a function of exchanges that occur during 

the role formation process (Dansereau, Graen, & Haga, 15975; 

Graen & Cashman, 1975; Greene, 1975; Liden & Graen, 1380; 

Lowin & Craig, 1968; Wayne & Ferris, 1990). Percent studies 

investigated how this differential role formation within 

manager-subordinate pairs ¢i.e., vertical dyads or leader- 

member exchanges) affects organizational outcome variables 

Ce.g., Brownlee, 1991; Ferris, 1985; Liden & Graen, 1980; 

Rosse & Kraut, 17986). 

Various theories offer frameworks to explain the nature 

of dyadic relationships including leadership exchanges 

(Jacobs, 1971), role-making (Graen, 1976: Graen & Cashman, 

1975), noncontractual social exchange (Kim & Organ, 1982), 

vertical dyad linkage ¢VDL: Dansereau et al., 1975), and 

leader-member exchange CLMX: Dienesch & Liden, 1986). The 

quality of these dyadic relationships underlies many 

organizational outcome variables such as work performance 

(Liden & Graen, 1980), turnover (Graen &® Ginsburgh, 1977; 

SSraen, Liden, * Hoel, 1939829, job satisfaction CRosse & 

Kraut, 1985), felt equity (Vecchio, Griffeth, & Hom, 1986;



Wilhelm, 1989), support for the subordinate (Graen & 

Cashman, 1975), reported job problems (Dansereau et al., 

1975; Roasse & Kraut, 1985), favorability of performance 

evaluations (Graen, 1376; Vecchio & Gobdel, 1986), 

individuals’ reactions ta performance feedback (Snyder, 

Williams, ®& Cashman, 1984), organizational cammitment CGraen 

& Ginsburgh, 1977), “1 eader-member " agreement on certain 

mutually experienced war k events (Graen & Schiemann, 1978), 

and most recently, on the attributions formed by managers 

about their subordinates CHeneman, Greenberger, & Ananyuo, 

1389; Wilhelm, Herd, &® Steiner, 1990). Further 

investigation of the relationship between each of these 

eutcome variables and the quality of the manager-subordinate 

relationship is warranted in arder to develop further the 

construct of leader-member exchange. 

Madels of Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) Cpreviously 

Vertical Dyad Linkage [VDL]? have been theoretically and 

empirically derived to explain the leadership phenomenon. 

However, the basic LMX construct lacks construct validity 

(Dienesch & Liden, 15386; Wayne & Ferris, 1390; Wilhelm, 

1989). Except for Dienesch and Liden’s (1986) proposed 

multidimensional farmulation of the LMX construct, mast 

researchers maintain a unidimensional conceptualization of 

the LMX ceanstruct (Ci.@., as an in-/out-group dichsetomy). 

Furthermore, the in-group/out-group dichotomy is measured 

ho



indirectly using self-report measures of the amount of 

negotiating latitude (NL) given to subordinates. Thus LMX 

lacks the breadth of measures normally associated with a 

fully developed construct, specifically direct objective 

measures of the nature of exchange between managers and 

subordinate (Dansereau et al., 1375; Dienesch & Liden, 

1986). 

The nature of the LMX relationship suggests that the 

manager plays two roles simultaneously -- a supervisory role 

with out-group members and a leadership role with in-group 

members. Thus, different relationships develop between a 

manager and his/her individual subordinates. As a function 

of this differential development, subordinates can be 

categorized as members of an in-group or as members of an 

maut-group. In-/out-group membership is generally assessed 

using a measure of NL (CDienesch & Liden, 1986) which taps 

the extent to which a subardinate provides input and tx 

which a manager considers this input in relation to role 

development (Dansereau et al., 1375). Using the absolute 

amount of NL to define the leader-member exchange, 

researchers have defined in-group members as those given 

generous amounts of latitude to negotiate job-related 

matters and out-group members as those given meager amounts 

of latitude. While the amount of negotiating latitude a 

manager gives to a subordinate indicates in- versus cut- 

tJ



group status, the specific manager behaviors associated with 

giving small versus large amounts of NL remain toa be 

investigated. 

Although measures af NL in LMX research ask 

subordinates about their standing and working relationship 

with their manager, their manager’s understanding of their 

problems and potentials, and the support received fram their 

manager (cf. Graen & Cashman, 1975; Liden & Graen, 1980; 

Scandura & Graen, 1984), these measures fail to capture 

specific manager behaviors associated with different amounts 

af NL. Therefore, behavioral abservation by objective 

observers in LMX research could extend understanding of the 

nature of negotiating latitude. 

Mast studies to date have used self-report measures 

(Brownlee, 19391; Duchon, Green, & Tabor, 1986; Graen et 

al., 1982; Scandura, Graen, & Novak, 1986; Wayne & Ferris, 

13990) to oabtain the manager’s and/or suberdinate’s 

evaluation of a subcardinate’s group status. These measures 

potentially lack objectivity by not focusing on directly 

observable behaviors. A coding scheme that adequately 

categorizes the variety and complexity of manager behavisrs 

invelved in manager-subordinate relationships through direct 

empirical sbservation could add significant information ta 

that gained from traditional measures. Although LMX models 

have made a significant contribution to the study of



leadership, the LMX literature lacks documentation af the 

actual manager behaviors associated with in-/out-group 

status as well as an analysis of whether these behaviors as 

they relate to individual subordinates can predict 

organizational outcome variables. 

Dienesch and Liden C1986) propsased three dimensions 

which define the leader-member exchange: 1) competence —- the 

perceived amount, direction, and quality of work-oriented 

activity each member puts forth toward the mutual goals of 

the dyad, 2) loyalty - the expression of public support for 

the goals and the personal character of the other member of 

the dyad, and 3) liking - the mutual affection between dyad 

members, based primarily on interpersonal attraction rather 

than work or professional values. Each of these dimensions 

is grounded in the concept of mutuality which implies that 

an exchange must develop along dimensions to which both 

parties can contribute and that are valued by both parties 

(Dienesch & Liden, 1986). 

Previous research and theory development indicate that, 

in general, supervisors initiate higher-quality exchanges 

with subordinates who are more competent, loyal, and well- 

liked (Kim & Organ, 15982; Jennings, 19367; Wayne & Ferris, 

1390). Given this assumption, the purpose of this study was 

to investigate the supervisor behaviors associated with 

initiation of higher quality exchanges. The leader



behaviors of interest are performance antecedents Cproviding 

instructions for subordinate performance), performance 

moniters Ccollecting subordinate performance information), 

and performance consequences Cproviding feedback to 

subordinates about their performance) CKomaki, 1986). The 

nature of these behaviors clasely reflect the competence 

dimensian of LMX due to their focus on per formance-oriented 

activities of the subordinate. “ 

Thus, this study allowed investigation of leader 

behaviors important in the role episode process (Katz & 

Kahn, 1978) which is related directly to the nature of the 

LMX relationship that develops between manager and 

subordinate. The role episode process involves role 

expectations Cevaluative standards applied to the behavior 

or a focal person) and sent-roles (communications sent to 

the focal person in order to influence him or her). Thus, 

the use of manager-emitted antecedents, consequences, and 

manitors appears to be an apprapriate method far coming to 

understand the specific manager behaviors involved in 

communicating expectations and knowledge of perfarmance to 

in- versus out-group members. 

This study evaluated the link between manager behaviors 

and ¢€1) the LMX construct, from the manager’s and 

subordinate’s points of view, and ¢2) three organizatinanal 

outcome variables. This investigation used the Operant



Supervisory Taxonamy and Index (OSTI: an observational 

taxonomy designed specifically to code manager behaviors 

C[ERomaki, 1986]) to offer an alternative conceptualization of 

group status that describes whether managers’ observed 

behaviors vary significantly between in- and osut—-groups. 

Furthermore, the ability of these manager behaviars to 

predict absence, attitude, and turnover Measures was 

compared ta the traditional NL measure. 

In addition to observing dyad-specific manager 

behaviors is the need to identify the apprapriate Level of 

analysis in which to interpret empirical findings. 

Dansereau, Alutta, & Yammarino ¢€1984) and Markham, 

Dansereau, Alutto, and Dumas (i983) have proposed a 

statistical technique to determine apprapriate levels of 

analysis and suggest that too many studies look at and 

discuss findings at the incorrect level of analysis. 

Therefore, their technique known as within and between 

analysis CWABA) was used to determine the appropriate level 

of analysis for variables measured fram two perspectives and 

whether proposed relationships between these variables exist 

at the dyad level (the predicted level), the group level, 

bath the dyad level and the group level, or at neither 

level. 

Based on a review of LMX research, the current study 

had three specific purposes: C1) to investigate LMX Cusing



a measure of negotiating latitude) at the dyadic level of 

supervisors and each of their subordinates, (2) to examine 

the relationship between negotiating latitude and manager 

behaviors Cusing a behavioral taxonomy for coding leader 

behaviors), and ¢€3) ta determine how both manager behaviors 

and negotiating latitude relate to subordinate satisfaction, 

absenteeism, and turnover intention. 

Overview of the Study 

This study was an empirical investigation of the 

relation among manager behaviors, negotiating latitude (NL), 

and organizational outcome variables. This investigatian 

took place ina field setting and involved observation of 

manager behaviors, administration of questionnaires 

measuring NL, subordinate satisfaction, and intention to 

withdraw, and collection of subordinate absenteeism data 

from company archives. Data analysis revealed (1) the 

appropriate level of analysis for NL, measures of 

satisfaction, and turnover intent, (2) the relation of 

manager behaviors ta NL, and (3) the relation of manager 

behaviors and NL membership to measures of satisfaction, and 

turnaver intent, and absenteeism. 

First, a general overview of LMX theory and research is 

presented. Second, some of the methodalogical prablems and 

inconsistencies that exist in LMX research are explained. 

Third, manager behaviors are discussed. Fourth, the



development and use of the Operant Supervisory Taxonamy and 

Index COSTI) is reviewed. Fifth, a manager behavior model 

of LMX is proposed. Sixth, the specific hypsatheses of this 

research are stated. Then, the methodology of the proposed 

study is outlined fallawed by results. Finally, a 

discussion of resulted and implications is presented. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Overview of Leader —-Member Exchange Theory 

Theoretical Basis for the LMX Model 

As an approach to the study of leadership in 

organizations, LMX Cformerly Vertical Dyad Linkage [VDLJ) 

theery is relatively new (Graen, Dansereau, & Minami, 1972). 

The basic unit of analysis for quantifying the concept of a 

"developed" or “negotiated” role between manager and 

subordinate is the leader-member relationship (Dansereau, 

Cashman, & Graen, 1373; Dienesch & Liden, 1986; lGraen, 

1976). This focus on manager-member interactians grew out 

of Social Exchange theory (Katz &® Kahn, 1378) which says the 

"negatiated" role is shaped by relevant organizatisnal 

actors (Cone of these being the immediate manager) (Clraen, 

1976). Graen’s (1976) "Reale Making Model" explains the role 

system and its fit with the development sf the manager and 

member roles in an exchange relationship stressing that 

interpersonal exchange relationships between the new role 

incumbent Cmember) and his or her manager (leader) are very



important. Essentially, the exchange relationship evolves 

around a role episeade process occurring within the role set 

af individuals interdependent with one another. Within the 

role-making system the process develops in the orgqanizatian 

whereby participants acquire knowledge, receive and send 

mammunications, accept particular patterns of behavior, and 

madify those patterns according te appropriate role 

behavior. These roles are sets of behaviors expected fram 

mcocupants af either the manager or the member positions. 

Roles are defined as sets sf behaviors required of a 

person by virtue of his/her position in an organization 

CGraen, 193976; Fatz & Kahn, 193978). These behaviors interact 

with the role behaviors of others to produce predictable 

mutcames in the organization. Roles define tasks and the 

ways in which different employees must work together to 

achieve organizational sabjectives. Foles are acquired 

through social interaction with other people, in a pracess 

malled the role episede. Basically, people with wham a 

worker interacts, the rale senders, have certain 

expectations about that worker’s role in the organization, 

and threaugh direct and indirect communication they send 

these expectations to the worker. The worker, in turn, 

receives these role expectations, which determine, ta a 

greater or lesser extent, his role behaviars. 

10



Graen (1976) outlined four discrepancy factors as part 

of the role-making model: 1) expectation discrepancy - "the 

difference between the role expectation held by the manager 

and that received by the member;" 2) role discrepancy - "the 

difference between what the member perceives to be his 

manager’s role expectations and the member’s current role 

behavior;" 3) feedback discrepancy - "the difference between 

the member’s role behaviar and the manager’s perceptican of 

that behavior;" and 4) performance discrepancy - "the 

difference between the manager’s role expectations and his 

perceptions of the member’s current role behavior." Graen 

C1976) described how the manager and the member enter intaa 

negotiated role, whereby the member can negotiate with the 

leader to change his expected role. It is along these lines 

that LMX has developed over the years. 

The LMX madel can be viewed as one operationalization 

of the role-making approach based on the idea that role 

development inherently will result in differentiated role 

definitions, and, thus, in varied manager-member exchanges 

(Katz & Kahn, 1978). As part of the role-making process, 

roles must often be defined by organizational members due to 

the existence of role ambiguity and incomplete role 

specification by the organization (Dienesch & Liden, 17986). 

As part of this defining process, a manager with a vested 

interest in the role performance of a subordinate exerts 

11



pressure upon the subordinate in the form of a role 

expectation episode. Definition of the subordinate’s rale 

behavior occurs through a series of role episades ¢CDienesch 

& Liden, 1986). Toa support the role-episode model, Graen, 

Orris, & Jahnson €15373) studied role assimilation in new 

nonacademic university emploayees. 

In many cases, organizations are structured so that the 

subordinate’s immediate manager will be an extremely 

influential role-sender, partially due to the fact that only 

the manager legitimately can use formal sanctions ta enforce 

roele-expectations (Dienesch & Liden, 12386). Therefore, the 

interpersanal exchange relationship between the new 

subeardinate and his sor her immediate manager apparently 

madifies the role during the subordinate’s assimilation intax 

the organization (Dienesch & Liden, 1986). Far the sake of 

time, the manager develops a close relationship with only a 

few key subordinates. With the rest of the work group, the 

manager relies mainly on formal authority, rules, and 

policies to ensure adequate performance (Graen, 1976). 

Thus, prapenents of LMX cantend that subordinate roles 

defined by the quality of manager-member exchanges can be 

categorized as in-group (characterized by mutual trust, 

interaction, support, foarmal/informal rewards, recipreacal 

influence, extracontractual behavior exchange, respect, 

liking, and a sense of cammon fate) ar sut-graup



(characterized by low trust, low interaction, low support, 

low rewards, unidirectional downward influence, role-defined 

relations, and a sense of lascsely coupled fates) (Dienesch & 

Liden, 1986; Duchan, Green, & Tabor, 1986). 

The facus of LMX theary is an a vertical dyadic 

relationship, in which nearly all managers differentiate 

between subardinates (Dienesch & Liden, 1986). This does 

nat corroborate the idea of average leadership style CALS) 

Which predicts that managers develop and use a single oar 

"average" managerial style in dealing with subordinates 

(ERaterberg & Ham, 1981). ALS research deals with the 

subsardinates’ perceptions af their manager aggregated toa 

give an overall description of the manager’s style or 

behavinr. 

Therefore, the manager is perceived to treat all 

subordinates in the same manner and these perceptions are 

averaged across the entire supervisory group, supposedly 

minimizing measurement error. The ALS perspective holds 

that the manager’s style is a stable behavior and the 

contributions of individual member relationships merely 

produce errar (CDansereau et al., 15373; Dienesch & Liden, 

1986; Graen et al., 15972). In contrast ta the ALS approach, 

LMX foruses on each individual managerr-member relationship 

and the variation this dyadic relatisanship continues to



predict after the average leader style has been factared 

mut . In comparison ta ALS, LMX appears to be a better way 

of tapping actual perceptions of managerial style ar 

behavior, producing infarmation from both the subordinate 

and manager regarding leader behavior. 

LMX versus ALS. Leadership studies rarely test both 

ALS and LMX models. Investigations that have proposed to 

test bath models employ different methodoalagies. Far 

example, measures of ALS are inconsistent. Some researchers 

average Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LEDO-xIT) 

or LMX scores in each work unit and assigned each member in 

the unit the same Caverage) score (Ferris, 1985; Graen et 

al., 1982; Katerberg & Hom, 1981). Other researchers ask 

subardinates to answer the LBD@-XITI with regard to how their 

manager behaves towards their group and towards them as 

individuals (Schriesheim, 1979). 

Statistical analysis of the differences within and 

between manager~subsardinate dyads and groups is a second 

problem. A promising approach to compare ALS and LMX models 

is a variance-partitioning procedure that permits the 

examination of within and between managerial style 

camponents (CDansereau ® Dumas, 1377; Markham, Dansereau, & 

Alutto, 1979). 

Several studies indicate that although between-group 

differences in leadership emerge supporting ALS 
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(Schriesheim, 19792, within-group differences supporting LMX 

appear to account far more variance in several outcome 

variables such as wark-unit and leader satisfaction 

(Katerberg & Hom, 1981; Vecchio, 1982) and turnover (Ferris, 

1° 
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 85; Graen et al., 1982). However, FKaterberg and Ham 

(1981), Schriesheim ¢€1980), and Vecchio ¢€1982) proapased that 

bath approaches explain variance and should not be viewed as 

incompatible. Possibly, a manager uses different behavicrs 

(e.g., consideration and initiating structure) with 

different subordinates as well as using average deqrees of 

these dimensisns that differ from the average degrees used 

by other managers. Schriesheim (1980) suggests the 

investigatisn of individual- and graup-directed manager 

behaviors within their social context, rather than treating 

dyadic- and average-based approaches as mutually exclusive. 

In summary, the question is no longer whether different 

relationships exist at the dyad level; rather accurate 

measurement of these differences has become the critical 

issue. 

Leader-member exchange theory emerged in reactian ta 

problems in leadership research of describing manager 

behavior. Far example, an early publication that discussed 

manager-member exchanges focused an dysfunctional managerial 

styles (Graen et al., 1972) and lacked at the relationship



between manager and suberdinate as apposed to an average 

managerial style. In this study, Graen and his colleagues 

C1972) examined the cansequences af managerial style on the 

exchange relationship and discovered that LED@ initiating 

structure responses moderated the relationship between the 

manager and his subordinates’ per formance. In 1973, 

Dansereau et al. and Graen et al. elaborated an the LMX 

theme. Their works established the exchange relatianship as 

essential fear setting up proper conditions fer predicting 

marganizational outcomes as a function af the manager—- 

subordinate interactions. 

The idea af LMX reached full development when Dansereau 

et al. (1975) conceptualized specific manager-subordinate 

exchange measures in which bath parties contribute ta the 

exchange relationship. The study which accompanied the 

monceptualization of these measures incorporated manager 

attention Cthe ameunt of work- and nanwork-related attention 

paid to the subordinate) and the manager’s level of 

negotiating latitude (the amount of flexibility afforded the 

subordinate in making decisions about his work?) inta the 

member measures and drew heavily on roale theory toa examine 

the components of the dyadic relationship. In 1986, the 

first review article on LMX (Dienesch & Liden) appeared and 

described many of the fundamentals and potential Limitations 

of LMX theory. Individual researchers, such as Brownlee 
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(1991) have begun to address many of the weaknesses pointed 

out in this review such as the need far refinement of the 

LMX construct and for analysis of LMX relationships at the 

appropriate level of analysis. 

Dansereau et al. (195975) developed the first set of 

specific measures to focus an the dyadic relationship 

between the manager and each of his individual members as 

the basic unit af analysis. These two dimensions deal 

directly with the exchange relationship and examine bath the 

manager’s and the subeordinate’s perceptions. The dimensisans 

are leadership attention and negotiating latitude. 

Leadership attention focuses on the amount and quality of 

attention received by the suberdinate, the suboardinate’s 

ability to participate in decision making relative to his 

work, and the supervisor’s sharing complete and accurate 

information for the member ta do the job. The supervisor 

reports how much attention he or she thinks the subordinate 

needs to perform his or her role "adequately and without 

undue dissatisfaction". In additian, both the manager and 

subordinate are measured on the same work activities with 

the question orientation changed to reflect which side of 

the dyad is being examined. 

Negotiating latitude, the second measure, is structured 

in a Similar response farmat with the questions defined as 

"the extent to which a supericar is willing to consider 
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requests from a member concerning role development." Low 

negotiating latitude means minimal influence by the 

subcardinate on his roale, while high negotiating latitude 

means the manager is nat anly willing t= negotiate the 

subordinate’s role but also to give assistance to the 

subardinate to influence his/her role. The negotiating 

latitude, though appearing to be on a continuum, is 

dichotamized at these twa extremes Clater studies 

trichotomized the construct). Each extreme represents the 

manager’s perceptian of the member or the member’s 

perception of him/herself in the dyad as being a part of a 

manager’s "in" group Chigh negotiating latitude) oar part of 

a manager’s "out" group (Clow negotiating latitude). 

Congruency between members of the dyad on bath af the 

measures is critical to the evaluation. Whether the manager 

and the member are cangruent on a specific dimension, high 

or law quality and high or law negotiating latitude, has 

implications for various outcomes which LMX has been 

purperted ta predict. 

Jacobs ¢€1i971) proapased that managers may engage in role 

behaviors invelving leadership Cinfluence without 

authority), and supervisian Cinfluence based upon only 

authority) depending primarily on the situation. 

Recanceptualizing Jacob’s ¢€1971) distinction in terms of 

role theory and manager-member dyads, Dansereau et al. 
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€13575) performed one af the first langitudinal studies of 

the exchange relationship between managers and subordinates 

that challenged the then traditional view af an average 

leadership style. Their results strongly supported a 

leadership meadel in which the same superior can establish 

"leadership" relations Cin-group exchange?) with same 

subordinates and "supervision" relations Cout—graup 

exchange) with other subardinates. 

Nat only did Dansereau et al. (1975) find that managers 

developed different quality exchanges with different | 

subardinates, they also found different consequences af 

these exchange qualities. As compared to the sut-groaup, in- 

group members received more inside information, greater 

latitude in developing their roles, greater influence in 

decision making, stronger supervisor support for their 

actions, and more cansideration far their feelings. 

Furthermore, in-group members had more positive attitudes 

toward the job and had fewer job preblems in comparison ta 

the sut-group members. 

More recently, Duchon et al. €1986) provided direct 

support for the LMX model, as opposed to an ALS model. They 

found evidence that the exchange process is not anly 

apparent to members af the dyadic exchange ¢Ci.e., the leader 

and member), but also to group members not directly invelved 

in the exchange Ci.e., other members who have the same



leader?. Fesearchers continue to examine the LMX madel, 

particularly the effects of LMX relationships on important 

supervisor and subcrdinate work attitudes and behaviors. 

Relation of LMX with Outcome Variables 

Mixed support exists for relationships between LMX and 

aryganizatianal outcome variables. The following sectians 

review research on three outcome variables: C13 

performance, bath nb jective and subjective, (2) attitudinal 

cutcomes, such as satisfaction, and ¢3) withdrawal behavior, 

such as absenteeism and turnover. | 

Performance. Because in-graup members (a) receive more 

support from their managers (e.g., guidance, feedback, 

resources, time), ¢b) should be more motivated to maintain 

their in-group standing, and (c) receive higher levels of 

support and rewards for which higher performance is 

expected, according toa LMX theory (Dansereau et al., Graen, 

1976; WGraen & Cashman, 15975) they should be more productive 

than out-group members. Graen €1976) specifically stated 

that managers engage in roale negatiation and in-/aut—-group 

differentiation tao gain extra commitment and effort fram a 

sub-set of subordinates. Managers doe this in order ta meet 

organizational productivity demands. 

One general finding has been that in-group members 

receive higher performance ratings than do out-group members 

(Liden & Graen, 1980). However, these results have nat been 
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shown for measures of actual productivity (Vecchio & Gobdel, 

1984). Mast investigations have used supervisor evaluations 

of performance as dependent variables, and thus likely 

confounded performance measures with measures of LMX. 

Because of this canfounding, Vecchio ¢€13B2) suggested that 

commen method variance is responsible for some of LMX 

thesry’s success in predicting attitudinal outcames and 

sub jective per formance measures. 

Four studies that have used objective measures of 

performance in their tests of the relation between LMX and 

performance reported mixed results. In their investigatian 

of clerical/oaffice workers, Graen et al. (19382) found a 

significant main effect for the LMX manipulation on quantity 

of work preduced (the number of cases processed) but no 

significant effect for quality of work produced (total 

number of errors). Vecchio and Gobdel ¢€1984) studied bank 

tellers and found no significant relationship between three 

levels of LMX quality and objective subordinate per formance 

Cnumber of errors and dollar value of errors), although they 

were in the predicted direction. However, these researchers 

did find that in-group members had higher per formance 

ratings, reduced propensity to quit, and greater 

satisfaction with supervision than sut-group members. 

Scandura and Graen (1984) reanalyzed the Graen et al. (1982) 

data set and found training managers to improve LMX



relationships with subordinates increased quantity but not 

quality of performance for initially low LMXs, as opposed ta 

initially high LMX dyads. Dienesch ¢€1987) firund na 

relationship between LMX and objective task performance in 

his two-hour laborateary simulation using undergraduate 

students as followers and graduate students as leaders. 

Attitudinal measures. Vecchio et al. ¢1386) found in- 
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group standing related to greater employee satisfaction and 

lower levels of perceived inequity. However, Liden and 

Graen (1980) found high satisfaction scores that did not 

differ ameng LMX groups. Fosse and Fraut ¢€19586) found 

subardinate negotiating latitude positively related tx 

subordinate jab satisfaction and negatively related to 

subordinate job problems. However, negotiating latitude was 

not related to number of hours worked and rated 

effectiveness of subordinates. 

Withdrawal behavior. Turnaver intention was found ta 

be related to low LMX quality by Graen et al. C1982). 

Furthermore, Ferris ¢€1985) replicated the LMX and turnever 

relationship; LMX was a stronger predictor of turnover than 

was ALS or employee attitudes. In their research with 

second-level employees, Liden and Graen (1980) found 

exchange quality was negatively related to subordinate 

turnover. In contrast toa these findings, Vecchio et al. 

C1986) did nat find LMX to predict turnover when



satisfaction and perceived inequity were each partialled 

mut . 

In addition to performance, satisfaction, and turnover, 

recent studies have suggested that LMX quality is related tx 

ather valued attitudes and behaviers: decision influence 

CScandura et al., 1986), campany cammitment (CDuchon et al., 

1986), and subordinate career progress (Graen & Scandura, 

1987; Wakabayashi & Graen, 1984). On the other hand, 

research suggests that while an in-group/sut-group 

distinction exists, it is nat necessarily the mast important 

predictor af outcome variables. Duchon et al. (C1986) found 

that differences in manager behavior, specifically tawards 

the out-group members, did not necessarily lead to a 

lessened sense of influence, jab enrichment, or satisfaction 

with the manager. Rosse and Kraut ¢159835) found that 

manager’s negatiating latitude was not significantly 

asscaciated with manager’s rated effectiveness of 

subordinates. These ambiguous results may have been due to 

methadoalagical weaknesses, such as level of analyses 

problems, and incansistencies in these studies, such as 

using different measures of LMX. 

Methodoalagical Froablems with LMX FResearch 

Research has supparted the vertical dyad nature of LMX 

and pravided mixed support far the relationship between LMX 

quality and various sutcome variables. Nonetheless, LMX 
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research is plagued by the following methadological 

problems: (1) the operational definition af LMX, ¢2) the 

perspective from which LMX is measured, (3) how LMX quality 

is conceptualized, and ¢4) what the appropriate conceptual 

and empirical level af analysis is for LMX. These issues 

are discussed belay. 

Operational Definition of LMX 

ae fe 

LMX has many operational definitions. LMX is usually 

defined by measures from negotiating latitude scales. 

However, these scales have contained 2, 4, S, 7, 10, and 12 

items Ce.g., Dansereau et al., 1975; Graen et al., 1982; 

Graen & Gchiemann, 19378; EKozlewski & Doherty, 1989; Liden & 

Graen, 1980; Ridolphi & Seers, 1984; Rosse & Kraut, 1983; 

Scandura et al., 1986; Srcandura & Graen, 1984; Wakabayashi & 

Graen, 1984). Some researchers have measured LMX with the 

LED@Q ¢cf. Katerberg ® Hom, 1981; Schriesheim, 19753). Others 

have canstructed their own measures. Fisar example, Kim and 

Organ €1982) used a 15-item measure of Nencontractual Social 

Exchange (NSE); Eozlowski and Doherty (1989) used an 8-item 

Infarmation Exchange scale; and Cashman ¢€15975) used a 4-item 

scale of trust in supervisor. 

Negotiating latitude typically describes the nature and 

quality af the manager-member dyadic relationship in most 

LMX research (Dansereau et al., 1975; Duchoan et al., i986; 

Graen ®& Cashman, 1975; Graen & Scandura, 1987). However,



the connection between negotiating latitude and the LMX 

canstruct has never been demanstrated in a systematic, 

empirical way, and such a unidimensional conception of LMX 

is overly narrow (Dienesch & Liden, 1986). Although the 

amount of negotiating latitude may differ between the in- 

group members and the out-group members, how and why the 

member possesses that degree of latitude has nat been 

addressed. Therefore, though negotiating latitude 

measures seem to obtain acceptable levels of reliability in 

most studies, the construct validity of the LMX is weak. In 

fact, Nachman, Dansereau, and Naughton (1983) reanalyzed the 

original Dansereau et al. (1975) data using within- and 

between-groups analyses of negotiating latitude. Their 

results were consistent with an inference of “ambiguous 

data" rather than with either an average leadership style or 

a vertical dyad-linkage approach to leadership because 

negotiating latitude exhibited systematic correlations both 

between and within work groups. They concluded that their 

finding raises questions about negotiating latitude as 

representing the LMX relationship. The researchers state 

that future empirical research with within- and between- 

groups analyses is needed to develop measures which better 

represent LMX (Nachman et al., 1983). 

Another problem stems from dependent measures which may 

be alternative measures of LMX rather than of independent



mutcame variables (Ce.g., Dansereau et al, 15375; Liden & 

Graen, 1380). In particular, it is not clear whether 

subordinate performance is a determinant of exchange quality 

Ce.q., Dansereau et al., 15975; Greene, 1375) or a 

monsequence of exchange quality Ce.g., Scandura & Graen, 

1984; Vecchio, 1982; Vecchio & Gobdel, 1984). Far example, 

Vecchio and Gebdel ¢€1'5984) found that in-group status was 

associated with supervisor per formance ratings. However, no 

differences were found between in- and sut-group members on 

ob jective performance. Graen, Navak, and Sommerkamp (¢1°982) 

found that praductivity increased as exchange quality 

improved follawing an LMX training pragram. Because af the 

mrass-sectional nature of most studies it is not possible to 

determine the extent ta which subordinate performance is a 

determinant or a consequence af LMX quality. 

Subjectivity of Rating Perspectives. Whether ingroup 

and sut-greup have been aperationalized as a continuum, as a 

dichotomy, ar as the upper and lawer thirds of a 

trichoatomoaus division of a scale (Duchen et al., 15862, the 

measure is usually based an a self-report measure except for 

a study performed by Duchsan et al. (1386) where group 

leaders were asked to name group members with whom they had 

the best warking relationship and with whom they had the 

worst working relationship. In addition, all members of the 

task groups were asked the same twa questions. These 
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measures converged with conventional measures of the 

exchange process (self-report). Often in LMX research, the 

sample completes a self-report questionnaire that includes 

all of the measures used in the study. Markham et al. 

(1985) suggested that statistically significant correlations 

from self-report data might not be valid if they suffer fram 

response bias and have no correspondence ta external 

referents. “ 

Although Bachman, Boawers, and Marcus ¢€1968), French and 

Faven ¢€1959), Oldam ¢1975), Price and Garland (15981), Snyder 

and Bruning ¢€1985), and Turban and Jones ¢€19588) have shown 

that better predictions of dyad dynamics can be sbtained 

when characteristics of managers and subordinates are 

moansidered, in typical LMX research the exchange is assessed 

fram either the manager’s point of view Ce.g., Heneman et 

al., 1989) or the suberdinate’s point af view Ce.g., Graen & 

Schiemann, 1978; Koazleawski & Doherty, 1989). A few studies 

have investigated the convergent validity of LMX amang 

leaders and members Ce.g., Scandura et al., 19386) and peers 

(Duchon et al., 19386; Graen & Cashman, 1975) but have used 

various forms of negotiating latitude measures. 

Continuous vs Categorical Measurement. LMX quality has 

been canceptualized either as a single dimensisan, high ts 

law, with in- and out-groups as anchors, as two partly 

overlapping dimensions, or as two independent dimensicans,



such as an in-exchange and an sut-exchange (Vecchis & 

Goebdel, 1984). Researchers have typically employed an 

in/faut—-group dichotamy Ce.g., Dansereau et al, 19375) or an 

in/middle/out-group trichsetomy Ce.g., Graen & Schiemann, 

1978; Liden &® Graen, 1980). However, other researchers 

faver conceptualizing the LMX construct as a continuous 

Variable (Seers & Graen, 1984; Vecchio & Gobdel, 1384). 

LMX research continues to develop the existence of the 

dyadic relationship on the basic dimensions of leadership 

attention and negotiating latitude. Because of the nature 

maf a dyadic relationship as opposed ta average leadership 

style, a problem of analysis began to appear around 1981. 

Researchers needed an analytical technique ta analyze the 

results of LMX research. Definition of the specific level 

of analysis and of the specific methosdolagy became necessary 

in erder to examine the relationship between dyadic 

structures. 

Whales model. Often for a unit toa succeed, a manager 

will have to create a functional coalition or an effective 

team, especially if the orqanizatioan’s technology requires 

high interdependence. If the team is successful and is 

rewarded carrespondingly, the manager may not wish ta 

threaten this coherence by differentiating among members of 

the team (Friedlander, 1767). Although such a scenaris does



nat apply to all groups, the implication af this theoretical 

model is that the supervisory unit should be used as the 

distinct level of analysis because the per farmanze-reward 

linkage may not be evident at the individual level of 

analysis (Markham, 1988). 

Parts Model. If there is a natural tendency to farm 

and maintain a coherent work team, there is also a 

mountervailing pressure from the organization on supervisors 

to differentiate between individuals. Because most 

performance appraisal systems are predicated an the 

individual level of analysis, thus virtually mandating that 

a separate performance appraisal farm be filled out fer each 

employee, the manager is expected to consider each 

subordinate individually and treat him ar her appropriately. 

Such treatment may mean that different subardinates within 

the same group would expect very different rewards, and that 

the appraisal system would require such distinctions. This 

alternative toa the wholes or team model is called the parts 

or individualized dyadic model Ccf. Dansereau et al., 1975). 

Parts vs. wholes madel. Conceptually, it became 

critical to the understanding of the dyadic relationship to 

describe the dyad as either an average "wholes" ar within 

"narts" structure. The theary specifically proclaims a 

within "parts" perspective. Katerberg and Hom (1981) first 

investigated the specifics of this analytical approach,



using hierarchical regression analysis in coanjunctison with 

routine correlational analysis. By partitioning the 

variance within from between dyads, a richer understanding 

of the error variance associated with the dyad was obtained 

and they cancluded effects which occurred primarily at the 

within unit of analysis. Mast research from that point on 

differentiated between “wholes” and "parts" by partitioning 

the variance in the same manner. 

Dansereau, Alutto, Markham, and Dumas ¢€1982) present a 

much more sophisticated technique for partitioning the | 

Variance through the use of a multiplexed analysis of 

leader-member relationships within their application of a 

"within and between analysis" (CWABA). This technique 

examines the within variance and the between variance 

simultanesusly, juxtaposing the two such that an 

investigator can make relevant comparisons and inferences 

about the level at which effects an the leader-member 

relationships occur. 

In summary, hidden effects of groups may mask important 

relations among various variables. Correlations based an 

the raw scores of individuals are inherently unable to show 

whether the wholes or parts model better explains the data 

(Dansereau et al., 1984). 

Manager Behaviors



Previous research indicates that manager behaviors can 

predict effective and ineffective management Komaki, 1986 % 

1991). Specifically, effective managers make appropriate 

work behaviars clear, they accurately and regularly sample 

or appraise workers’ performance, and they regularly pravide 

useful feedback about performance. On the sather hand, 

ineffective managers are often guilty af leaving tasks 

ambiquously defined, appraising performance sporadically if 

at all, and providing infrequent or irrelevant feedback. 

These descriptions of effective and ineffective behaviors 

are based on the assumption that managers use a similar or 

average leadership style with all of their subordinates as 

apposed to forming different individual relatianships within 

their work groups. 

Antecedents 

A manager provides performance antecedents when he or 

she provides instructians far a subordinate’s performance. 

Making appropriate work behaviors clear versus leaving them 

ambiquously defined are examples af effective and 

ineffective performance antecedents. Furthermore, in 

relation to group status, managers mast likely provide more 

regular feedback to in-group members than to sut-group 

members. Thus, antecedent behaviors are expected ta be 

associated with group status Ci.e., in-group/out—-group 

membership). Moveover, group status predicts sutcome



Variables such as job performance, satisfaction, and intent 

to withdraw. Therefore, the frequency of antecedent 

behaviors asseaeciated with group status are expected to 

predict these sutcome variables. 

Monitors 

Monitoring perfermance involves collecting oar sampling 

information about the subsardinate’s work per formance. 

Sampling wark behavior reqularly versus sporadically are 

examples of effective and ineffective performance monitors, 

respectively. Moreover, managers might be inclined to | 

sample or appraise work performance of in-group members mare 

regularly than that of out-group members. In any case, type 

and/sar frequency of monitoring behaviors are expected toa 

relate to group status. As with antecedents, because group 

status predicts job perfarmance, satisfaction, and intent ta 

withdraw, monitoring behaviors associated with group status 

are expected to predict these osutcome variables. 

Fraviding performance cansequences involves indicating 

knowledge of ar giving feedback about performance. 

Froaviding regular and useful feedback versus infrequent and 

irrelevant feedback are examples of effective and 

ineffective performance cansequences. LMX theary might 

predict that managers will pravide more direct and specific 

expectations of performance ta in-group members than to out—-



group members. If this is not the case, consequence 

behavisars are predicted to be associated in some way with 

group status. As with antecedents and monitors, consequence 

behaviars associated with group status are expected ta 

predict organizational outcome variables. 

At a general level the Oper ant Superviseary Taxanamy and 

Index (OSTI) is based on the theary of operant conditioning 

which holds that two temporally defined events have major 

impact on our voluntary behavior--antecedents that accur 

before behavizr and consequences that occur after behavior. 

Antecedents are thought to function in an educational or 

muing role; instructions, rules, and goals, far example, are 

Viewed as clarifying expectations for performance, 

specifying the relation between behavior and its 

cansequences and/ear signalling occasions in which 

moansequences are likely to be pravided contingent on 

behavior. Consequences, the hallmark of the sperant 

approach, are viewed as strengthening behavior after it has 

occurred (Komaki, Zletnic, & Jensen, 1986). 

More specifically, the OSTI is a taxonomy of seven 

categories of supervisory behavior. The seven categories 

include: Ca) perfarmance consequences: indicating 

knowledge of perfearmance, *b) performance maniteorss: 

mcallecting information about performance, 2) performance 
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antecedents: providing instructions for performance, (d) 

own performance: referring to the manager’s awn 

performance, €e) work related: referring to work, but not 

performance, (f) nonwork related: not pertaining toa work, 

and €g) solitary: not interacting with athers. The first 3 

categories are derived fram operant conditioning theory and 

are considered toa be related to effective management. 

Therefare, anly data in these 3 categories will be used in 

this study. The fact that the OSTI has been used 

successfully with a wide-ranging number af managers 

interacting with a variety of persons in different roles 

suggests that the OSTI could be profitably used to collect 

infoarmatioan on virtually any individual in a work setting 

(Kamaki et al., 13586) (see Appendix F). 

Research using the OSTI has been primarily cancerned 

with managers’ interpersanal attempts to influence their 

followers in accomplishing work-related goals. In keeping 

with the aim af determining effective managerial behavior, 

three operant—-based categories form the basis of the 

Taxonomy: performance antecedents Cpreaviding instrucztians 

for performance), performance monitors Crollecting 

perfermance information), and performance cansequences 

(providing feedback about performance). It has been 

inferred (¢KEamaki, 19386) that an effective manager would 

make appropriate behaviors clear, accurately and fairly 
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appraise performance, and regularly preavide cansequences 

contingent on performance. On the other hand, an 

ineffective manager would probably leave tasks ambiguously 

defined, appraise perfearmance sporadically, if at all, and 

provide infrequent or nancantingent consequences for 

per formance. 

Per formance manitoring should prave ta be especially 

enlightening based on the results of a study by Komaki 

C1986) that found that effective managers spend more time 

manitoaring their subordinates’ performance Cwork sampling in 

particular) than ineffective managers. This particular 

study was a between-groups design that focused an 

differences between effective and ineffective managers. 

Thus, subordinates were assumed to be homogenesus, each 

responding ta the leader in similar ways, and leaders were 

also assumed to respond similarly ts all subordinates. In 

effect, Komaki ¢€19586) tomk an average leadership style 

approach. However, Dansereau et al. €1973) would argue that 

each superviser/subordinate dyad should have been examined 

separately. Fortunately, the OSTI can be used to lack at 

differences within supervisory groups focusing an 

differential treatment of ingroup and autgroup members. 

The present investigation used the same measures of 

in/fautgroup membership as Duchon et al. (15869. However, 

specific leader behaviors instead of demographic variables 
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were used as predictors of in/outgroup status. Behaviors 

were represented by scores from three categories of the 

Operant Supervisory Taxonomy and Index ¢COSTI) (Komaki et 

al., 19386). The fact that manager behaviors were found ta 

predict negotiating latitude supports the LMX model as 

mappased ta the ALS approach. 

Fraposed Manager Behavior Model 

The proposed madel is based on the assumption that 

managers do develop different exchange relationships with 

members of their work groups (Figure 1). As the diagram in 

Figure 1 illustrates, this model is comprised of three 

mategories of variables: manager behaviors Cantecedents, 

moaniteors, and consequences), subeardinate group status 

(negotiating latitude), and sutcome variables (subordinate 

absenteeism, attitudes, and turnover intention). The 

inclusion af manager behaviors in this moadel allowed 

investigation of the relationship between manager behaviors 

and 13 subordinate group status, and 2) srganizational 

autcame variables. The model will also allow replication of 

the unique LMX relationship that develops between managers 

and their subordinates as well as the relationship between 

subcerdinate group status and organizational outcome 

variables. 

Experimental Rationale



The abave review suggests that LMX relationships 

warrant further study. Fricsr results suggest that LMX 

effects might predict various oarganizational sutcomes. 

Hawever, ta determine how a high quality LMX develops 

between a manager and subeardinate, research should first 

determine the underlying dimensians of LMX quality. 

Althsugh the current measure of LMX, negotiating latitude, 

may predict LMXxX quality, there has been no systematix 

investigation of the predictors of the amount of negotiating 

latitude. A manager behavieral medel of LMX was proposed 

based on antecedent, monitor, and consequence behaviors 

exhibited by the leader. The present study had several 

purpasess: Ca) toa test the assumption of the LMX 

madel that a unique relatisanship develops between manager 

and subordinate, (b>) toa investigate the relationships of 

antecedents, monitors, and cansequences to LMX quality, and 

Cc) to investigate the relationships of these three 

constructs, antecedents, moanitars, and coansequences with 

various outcome variables. 

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1 Negotiating latitude will differ between 

manager-subordinate dyads. 

Hypothesis 2 Negotiating latitude and sutcome variables 

will be related at the dyad level: Dyads 

characterized by high negotiating latitude



will exhibit higher levels of general 

satisfaction, supervisor satisfaction, growth 

satisfaction, coworker satisfaction, wark 

satisfaction and lower intent ts withdraw 

than suberdinates characterized by law 

negotiating latitude. 

Hypothesis 3 Negotiating latitude will predict subordinate 

absence frequency: Dyads characterized by 

high negotiating latitude will have lower 

absence frequency than subordinates 

characterized by low negatiating latitude. 

Hypsthesis 4 Manager behaviors will predict negotiating 

latitude: Managers will exhibit varying 

levels of antecedents, manitars, and 

cansequences towards subcardinates 

characterized by high versus law negotiating 

latitude. 

Hypathesis 3S Manager behaviors will predict sutcome 

variables: Managers will exhibit varying 

levels of antecedents, monitors, and 

consequences towards subordinates 

characterized by high versus low general 

satisfaction, supervisor satisfaction, grawth 

satisfactian, coworker satisfaction, wark



satisfaction, intent to withdraw, and absence 

rate. 

In addition to the above hypotheses, the following 

exploratory research question will be investigated. 

Questian 1 Do manager behaviors add significantly to the 

ability of negotiating latitude toa ta predict 

subardinate general satisfaction, subordinate 

satisfaction with superviser, subcardinate 

growth satisfaction, subordinate coworker 

satisfaction, subordinate work satisfaction, 

subordinate turnaver intent, and subordinate 

absence rate? 

METHOD 

Participants 

This research took place in a large bearing 

manufacturing plant. Eighteen first-level managers and 

their 292 subordinates (5 to SS subordinates per supervisor) 

participated in the study. Seventeen of the 18 managers 

were male. Eight of the managers worked first shift ¢7 a.m. 

to S230 p.m.), seven worked secand shift (3S p.m. ta 11:30 

p.-m.?, and three worked third shift ¢Cil p.m. tam 7:30 a.m.). 

The 18 wark groups operated and maintained the fallowing 

areas of the plant: autolines, flange, special processing, 

plating tool room, packaging, shipping and receiving, tol 
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mrib, maintenance, samples, tool roaam, quality assurance, 

and materials preparatioan. 

Predictor Variables 

Manager behavicrs were measured using the Operant 

Superviseary Taxonomy and Index COSTI)®. The OSTI is a 

taxonomy af seven categories of managerial behaviors. Three 

categories--antecedents, monitors, and coansequences-~are 

related to effective supervision. The other four categories 

measure the manager’s own work performance. The OSTI has 

been successfully used in a wide variety af settings 

suggesting that the OSTI can be profitably used to collect 

information on virtually any manager. The managers were 

mbserved at their work stations, interacting with 

subordinates, and in transit from place to place. The 

research assistants sbserved each manager at different times 

during the work day and spaced their observations throughout 

the eight-week period. 

Observers _and training. Six undergraduate research 

assistants and one graduate student served as observers. 

The observers participated in data collection in exchange 

for course credit. The observers were each trained 

extensively for approximately 40 hours, including reading, 

classroom instruction, discussion, practice coding of 

handouts, coding of skits performed by the researcher anda 
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research assistant, film cading ("Nine ta Five", "The Dirty 

Dazen", and "The Hunt for Fed October"), practice coding 

secretaries and graduate students in a university setting, 

and practice in the field. The observers mastered the use 

maf the OSTI when they obtained three cansecutive 

interabserver reliability scores of 90% or better. 

Interobserver reliability. To provide a check an 

Bae 

inter abserver reliability, reliability tests were canducted 

during the data collection period. Each observer was 

sub ject to at least one reliability check conducted by the 

primary researcher. In canducting a reliability test, the 

primary researcher and a research assistant observed a 

manager at the same time and independently categorized the 

manager’s behaviors. The two observers campared their 

recordings interaction-by-interactian ta determine agreement 

on the categorization. Interobserver reliability was 

calculated as an interactioan-by-interactioan percentage 

agreement score. Feliability scores were 3OZ% or higher in 

each instance. 

Behavioral data summary. Antecedent, monitar, and 

cansequence scores were calculated for each subordinate whoa 

responded to a questionnaire. These scores were derived 

from the OSTI coding sheets (see Appendix F). Antecedent, 

mMmaniteor, and cansequence frequencies were tallied fear each 

subordinate. Frequency scores were then multiplied the 
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tatal number af members in a given subordinate’s wark group. 

These weighted subordinate scores allowed for camparisans 

between work groups. Finally, a log transformation was 

per formed on weighted scores to normalize distributions 

which were positively skewed due ta a small number of 

extreme scores. 
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LMX quality was assessed using Graen’s seven-item 

negotiating latitude scale. Managers and subordinates rated 

items on a S-point scale with anchers for each point on the 

scale (Graen and Cashman, 13975; Liden & Graen, 1980; 

Scandura & Graen, 1984). Fesponses were averaged across 

items to farm an overall measure of LMX quality. Managers 

completed this measure for each of their subordinates. In 

turn, each subordinate responded regarding his/her manager. 

This measure assessed manager approachability and 

flexibility toward the subordinate, the manager’s 

willingness ta use his or her authority toa assist the 

subcrdinate, the amount af feedback the manager qives the 

subordinate, and the manager’s canfidence in the 

subcardinate. This scale is representative of measures used 

toa capture "quality of LMX" and has the following reported 

reliability levels: Cranbach’s alpha for subordinates 

ranges from .84 to .90O and for supervisors fram



976 to .92 (Graen et al., 1982; Novak, 1984; Scandura & 

Graen, 1984; Scandura et al., 1986; Wilhelm, 1'989). 

Outcome Variables 

subordinate Satisfaction 

All subordinates (see Appendix B) and managers (see 

Appendix () completed the general satisfaction scale (see 

Section 2 of Appendices B and Cc, items 1 through 3), the 

supervisor satisfaction scale (see Section 2 of Appendices B 

and C, items 5, 7, & 10), the growth satisfactian scale (see 

Section 2 of Appendices B and C, items 4, 6, 8, & 3), and 

the social (coworker) satisfaction scale (see Section 2 of 

Appendices B and C, items 17 through 19) fram the Jab 

Diagnostic Survey (JDS) CHackman & Oldham, 1975). The JDS 

is a widely used measure of satisfaction in organizational 

research and exhibits strong convergent and discriminant 

Validity as well as high reliability Hackman & Oldhan, 

1974, 1375; Hackman, Fearce, & Wolfe, 1978; Oldham, 1976; 

Oidham, Hackman, &®% Fearce, 1976). In LMX research, 

Crenbach’s alpha for these satisfaction subscales have 

ranged between .78 and .%34 (Graen et al., 19823; Scandura & 

Sraen, 1984). 

subordinate Work Satisfaction 

All subcardinates (see Appendix B) and managers (see 

Appendix () completed a six-item measure from the Index of 

Organizational Feactions (Smith, 15962; 1976) assessing 
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subcardinates’ satisfaction with the kind of work they da 

(see Section 2 of Appendices B and C, items 11 threaugh 16) . 

Dunham, Smith, and Blackburn ¢€1977) report an internal 

reliability of .89 and a test-retest reliability of .74 for 

this scale. 

Subordinate Turnaver Intentisn 
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Managers (see Appendix ) and subordinates (see 

Appendix B) «completed a three-item measure fram the 

Michigan Organizational Assessment Questionnaire (Cammann, 

Fichman, Jenkins, & Klesh, 1385; Seashore, Lawler, Mirvis, & 

Cammann, 193835) toa measure subordinates’ prapensity toa leave 

their jobs (see Section 2 of Appendices B and ©, items 20 

threugh 22). FRespendents responded to two items on a five- 

point Likert-type scale ranging from “strongly disagree" tx 

"strongly agree," and one item an a five-point scale with 

anchers af “nat at all likely" and “extremely likely." 

Fesponse values were averaged across items to form a senmre. 

Seashore et al. (19835) report a coefficient alpha of .893 and 

Wilhelm €1i989) reperts a reliability of .88 for this 

intention to leave measure. 

Suberdinates’”’ frequency of absence which cansisted of 

the number af inexcused absences for the one-year period 

prior to the study were collected from company archives by a 

campany employee. Accarding to company policy, employees 
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were issued warnings after the occurence of three absences. 

Discussions with the personnel staff revealed that frequency 

af absence was the company’s primary indicator af individual 

performance. Therefore, the decision was made to use 

absence frequency as the performance criterion. 

In addition, subordinate absence rate was calculated by 

dividing each subsardinate’s frequency of absence for the 

one-year period by the total number of days he ar she was 

scheduled to wark during that period. 

Furthermore, during collection of archival data the 

discovery was made that no perfarmance evaluations had been 

conducted in the campany for several years. Collectian of 

this perfarmance evaluation data revealed that ratings were 

available for oanly a small percentage of the responding 

employees as a result of turnover, promations, and new 

hires. Therefore, the decision was made toa exclude 

sub jective ratings from the analyses. 

Procedure 

Initally, meetings were held with supervisors ta 

familiarize them with the study and to obtain informed 

monsent from all who chose to participate. Managers were 

told that participation was voluntary and all infarmatiaon 

would be kept confidential, but that the purpose of the 

study was to investigate the development of relationships 

between subardinates and managers, thus requiring that



Supervisors be observed by the researcher. In addition, 

signs were posted throughout the plant informing workers 

that a university study involving observation of supervisors 

would be canducted for the scheduled eight-week perind. 

Behavior Observation 

Each of the 18 managers was observed 14 times (Komaki, 

1386), with each sbservatian period lasting 30 minutes. 

Each observer was assigned ta two or three managers. 

Observations tosk place over an eight-week period. 

Questionnaire Administration 

After behavior observation data were collected, 

sessions were scheduled for instructing managers =n 

distributing employee questionnaires. In these sessions, 

each manager received a stack of envelopes containing caded 

questionnaires far each of his/her employees. Managers were 

asked to distribute envelopes to members of their workgroups 

at the beginning of the following shift. 

After subordinate questionnaires (see Appendix B) were 

returned, sessions were scheduled for instructing 

supervisors an campleting supervisor questiconnaires (see 

Appendix >. In these sessions, each manager was given an 

envelope with a caver letter, a supervisor demoagraphix« 

questionnaire, and a stack of number coded questionnaires 

for each of his/her employees who responded to the employee 

questionnaire. Managers were asked to complete their 
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questionnaires within one week returning them to a slotted 

bax marked "Supervisor Questionnaires" in the persannel 

affice. 

Bath the manager (see Appendix E) and subordinate (see 

Appendix D) cover letters explained the purpose af the 

information being gathered, that the information would be 

used for research purposes only, that none of the 

infarmation obtained would be returned ta the campany except 

in a report of overall results, that company management 

supported the project, where toa contact the researcher 

should participants have any questions, and to return the 

questionnaire within ane week to the slotted bax in the 

Persennel Office marked "Supervisor Questionnaires" oar 

"Employee Questionnaires" respectively. All matching was 

dene with code numbers and after the questionnaires were 

coded for computer analyses, they were destroyed. 

Analytical Methods 

To examine the relation of in/out group status with 

group membership, an inferential, statistical technique 

proposed by Dansereau et al., (19384) and Markham, Dansereau, 

Alutta, and Dumas €1983) that is referred ta as Within and 

Retween Analysis CWABA) was used. The WABA technique is 

based on the work of FRobinsen ¢€1950) and Duncan, Cuzzart, 

and Duncan €1961) and, in its sariginal form, was known as 
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the Covariance Thesrem CReabinsan, 1950; Przeworski & Teune, 

1370). This technique is used to examine between-unit and 

within-unit relationships amang variables. Variations of 

WABA have been used by Graen, Linden, and Hoel C1982) to 

examine the effect of supervisory groups on leader-member 

exchange and turnover, and by Ferris ¢€1985) to replicate 

Graen’s study (Markham, 17988). 

The WABA technique will be described fram both an 

inferential and a statistical perspective. Basically, the 

four ways in which graup membership can affect the relatian 

of supervisory behavior and in/out group membership include 

the team model, the dyadic madel, the equiveral canditisan, 

and the null candition (Markham, 1988). 

The covariance thesrem. The total correlation is 

separated ints between-eta correlations, within-eta 

correlations, a between-unit correlation, and a within-unit 

moarrelatian. This is termed the "WABA equation" (CDansereau 

et al., 1984) and is written as the following equations 

Nex Ney Sexy + Mux Nav Pwxv = Prxy 

where 

Ngx=between-eta correlation for variable X 

Nev=between-eta correlation for variable Y 

Yexvy=between-cell correlation for variables X & Y 

Nuwx=within-eta carrelation for variable X 

Nwy=within-eta correlation for variable Y 
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Yuxv=within-cell correlation for variables X & Y 

Yrxvy=toatal correlation for X &® Y based on total 

deviatians 

Application of the Covariance Thenrem aligns cells with 

entities defining a particular level of analysis, and 

allowing examination of a total correlation in terms of the 

between-cell and within-cell scores. 

Between-unit and within-unit correlations. To 

determine which of four canditions best describes the 

supervisor behavior-group membership data, a between-unit 

and a within-unit correlation must be computed, aside from 

the traditional individual-level correlation. A between- 

unit Cor interunit) correlation is based on the average 

score of x and y for each supervisory unit, adjusted for the 

number of members in the unit. It highlights differences 

between units and ignores differences within units. (In 

this instance, supervisory groups are aligned with 

statistical units of analysis. The terms unit and group are 

used interchangeably.) It is possible ta calculate a 

regression equation for these grouped data as noted by 

Langbein and Lichtman ¢€1978) and Blalock (€19799, who label 

this a macro model (Markham, 1988). 

In contrast, a within-unit Cor intra-unit) correlation 

is based on the relative position of a person above or belaw 

the group’s average score. Far example, if a group 
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receives, on average, a score of 7 on the LMX measure, and a 

member receives a score of 4, then that persoan’s relative 

score would be -3, indicating his or her relative positisn 

is below the group average. In this way, differences 

between groups are held constant so as to highlight within- 

group processes. For significance tests, the appropriate 

degrees of freedom are based on the number of groups 

subtracted from the number of individuals. It is also 

possible to calculate a regression equation for these 

partialed scores on x and y. Knapp (19773, McNemar (1955), 

and Fobinson (1950) referred to this as the within-area 

individual correlation (Markham, 1988). 

Models and conditions. The four conditions previously 

mentioned above are all possible combinations of the 

between-unit and within-unit correlations. The first 

condition, the team model, requires that the between-unit 

correlation be significant and, at the same time, that the 

within-unit correlation be null. In the second condition, 

the dyadic model, the between-unit correlation must be null 

and the within-unit correlation must be significant. 

In the third condition, it is difficult to determine 

whether a team and/or a dyadic phenomenon is occurring 

because both the between- and within-unit correlations are 

significant. This is called the equivocal condition because 

the statistical control of supervisory units cantributes 
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nothing ta understanding the data. If one assumes that only 

one level af analysis can be considered, then it appears 

that both models would describe the data in this candition. 

However, because there are always higher and lower 

levels of analysis the condition must be cansidered 

equivecal because a clear inference might be induced at the 

higher level. Thus, rather than conclude that both the team 

madel and the dyadic model are being described by the data, 

it is more parsimanious to infer that neither model is 

occurring if there is a possibility of multiple levels of 

analysis. In this condition, the individual-level 

morrelation should be used, rather than the between- and 

within-unit components (See Dansereau et al., 1984, p. iSi, 

for an extended discussion.) Finally, the fourth conditian, 

the traditional null condition, is easily identified by the 

lack af systematic results at either level (Markham, 1988). 

Tetal correlation vs WABA. The LMX model of manager 

subordinate relations suqgests LMX is a dyad level 

phensmenson rather than a group level phenomenon. That is, 

each manager and subordinate of each dyad would converge oan 

their reported perception of the variables measured, but 

that different dyads would show different levels of those 

variables measured. Traditionally, to determine whether 

managers and suberdinates of dyads show convergence ana 

Variable, a carrelatian based on the total deviation scores



would be computed between the manager’s report and the 

subsardinate’s report of that variable. However, within and 

between analyses (CWABA) extend this convergence information 

and allaw for the investigatian af between- and within-unit 

effects for single variables and pairs of variables at 

defined levels of analyses (Dansereau et al., 1984). 

When examining variables at the dyad level of analysis 

using WABA, one may determine two properties: ¢1) from the 

within-eta estimate, whether managers and suberdinates «af 

the same dyads show canvergence on their reports of the 

variables, and (2) fram the between-eta estimate, whether 

the dyads differ on the variables reported. For example, a 

small within-eta correlation an negotiating latitude would 

be the same as having a large total correlatian between 

manager and subordinate reports on negotiating latitude. 

Therefore, this would indicate that the manager and 

suboardinate members of the dyad converge oan their reperts of 

amount af negatiating latitude. In addition, a large 

between-eta carrelation on negotiating latitude at the dyad 

level shows that different dyads report different amounts of 

negotiating latitude. Therefore, the information gained 

from examining the between-eta correlations and the within- 

eta correlations, provides additianal knowledge beyond that 

pravided by the tetal correlation alone. 
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When examining the relationship between two variables, 

such as negotiating latitude and work satisfaction, we use 

four reports: the subardinate’s repeart af negotiating 

latitude and work satisfaction and the manager’s report of 

negotiating latitude and work satisfaction. However, we 

mannet get the full WABA equation with individual reports 

Since there is only ane report per variable. Instead, we 

define the level of analysis for WABA to be the dyad. Thus, 

WABA creates cells with two reports, the manager’s and the 

suboardinate’s, for each variable. An examination is then 

made af the between- and within-dyad correlations to 

determine the relationship between the two variables at the 

dyad level of analysis. The WABA analyses of the data were 

accomplished using the Data Enquiry That Tests Entity and 

Carrelational/Causal Theories (DETECT) (¢Dansereau, 

Chandrasekaran, Dumas, Coleman, Ehrlich, & Bagchi, 1986) 

statistical package. 

WABA_ I _ tests. The WABA analyses of the data were 

accomplished using the Data Enquiry That Tests Entity and 

Correlational/Causal Thecries (DETECT) CDansereau, 

Chandrasekaran, Dumas, Coleman, Ehrlich, & Bagchi, 1996) 

statistical package. Because WABA I focuses on the between-— 

unit and within-unit variation in one variable, this 

analysis was first used to determine the appropriate level 

of aggregation. Differences between manager-subordinate 
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dyads would indicate data should be aggregated at the dyad 

level. Differences between managerial groups would indicate 

data should be aggregated at the group level. 

Discrimination between dyads is also indicated if there is 

Similarity in the perceptions of the dyad members, since 

Significant dyad differences would nat be found without 

convergence within the dyads. 

This study first employed WABA I to determine whether 

between-dyad correlations were greater than within-dyad 

correlations. DETECT computed the E ratio (nex / nux? bo 

determine whether the between-eta correlatian or the within- 

eta correlation best represented the type of variation 

mccurring. The practical significance criteria is set such 

that if the ratio is greater than or equal toa 1.30 the 

between-unit variation is more highly correlated with the 

tatal variation and thus unit (dyad) membership affects the 

value of the variable (Dansereau et al., 1384). However, an 

E ratio of less than or equal to 0.77 indicates that the 

Variance is not related to the unit membership; rather, 

individual Cor within) differences are more highly 

correlated with the total variation. If the E ratio is 

equal to 1, this would mean that both the between-unit and 

the within-unit variation are equally related to the total 

variation.



Finally, in order to determine the statistical 

Significance of the two correlations that make up the E 

ratio, an F ratio was camputed by multiplying E* by the 

ratio of the degrees af freedom for the between- and within- 

eta correlations. The degrees of freedom for the between- 

eta correlation is N-J and for the within-eta correlation is 

J-1, where N equals the number of scares and J equals the 

number mf cells. The practical and statistical significance 

findings for WABA I tests are presented for the dyad and 

group levels in Tables 5S and 6. | 

WABA_ II tests. Upon completion of the WABA I analyses, 

WABA II analyses were employed to examine the nature of the 

relationships among the variables taken two at a time. 

Three different correlations were computed for each pair af 

Variables: total correlations, between-unit correlations, 

and within-unit correlations. At the dyad level, if the 

between-dyad correlations are larger than the within-dyad 

morrelatians, then knowledge af dyad membership is important 

in predicting the size of the correlation. If the within- 

dyad correlations are larger, then dyad membership does not 

directly influence the correlation between the two 

variables. 

Using the DETECT statistical package for WABA II 

analysis, the correlations were calculated using the 

between-unit and within-unit deviation scores computed 
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previously in the WABA I analysis. The two correlations 

express the relationship between the two variables based an 

between-unit and within-unit scores. These two correlations 

were then tested for statistical differences using a Z test. 

DETECT converts the correlations toa Fishers Z’ scores which 

are used in a Z farmula (introduced in the following 

section). 

In summary, the preliminary determination from WABA I 

of between-dyad or within-dyad effects can be modified with 

the results of the WABA II analyses. For example, WABA I 

and WABA II results indicating significant between-dyad 

effects support a very strong inference that dyad membership 

is important. However, if WABA I results indicate a 

between-dyad effect and WABA II results indicate a within- 

dyad effect an ambiguous situation is inferred. Should a 

strong inference for dyad effects be made, then research 

using managerial groups as the level of aggregatian Ce.g., 

ALS research?) would be challenged by the data. The steps 

for drawing inferences based on WABA I and WABA II results 

are described by Dansereau et al. C1984, p. 185-185). In 

additian to the WABA I and WABA II results, consideratian 

was alsa given ta the between (nexNevrexv? and within 

(NuxNwytwxy? camponents af the WABA equatian as tea whether a 

total relationship is based mainly on between- or within- 

cell deviations. The practical and statistical Significance



findings for WABA II tests are presented for the dyad and 

group levels in Table &. 

An_ Application of the Z Test. Because the WARA 

technique forces the simultaneous cansideratian af two 

scores, a procedure is needed ta test the significance of 

the difference between these two campoanent correlations. 

Dansereau et al. (1982) have recommended the use of a 

standard Z test. Since the bet ween- and within-unit 

correlations are statistically independent, it is possible 

toa test the difference between them using the standard r te 

Z formula for testing the difference between independent 

cearrelations (suilford, 1965). When neither component 

correlation can be cansidered error, the equation can be 

written as: 

coee> canes onSE CUSED Ane Em SteED SUSNE SOUS OOUSD CUEED ainsy GIDE SOELD ERNCD GuTED GUEG! COED G=NIN GHEE CADRE StmbD GntED COONS wEED Cote 

i _ 1. = a Cad 

\i J-3 N-J-3 

where Z’, is the transformed between-unit correlation and 

Z’u is the transformed within-unit correlatian (Markham et 

al., 1983). 

In summary, the Z Test is a two-step procedure used ta 

discriminate between the between-unit and within-unit 
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morrelations. First, component correlations must be tested 

for their level of statistical significance. Second, the 

difference between the component correlations must alsa be 

tested. When both steps have been accamplished, an 

inference is drawn by ruling out the varisus alternatives. 

These alternatives can be listed as follows: 

1. A between-unit conditian exists when rp, is significant, 

rw is null, and the difference between them is 

Significant; 

Ze A within-unit condition exists when ry is significant, 

Ye is null, and the difference between them is 

significant; 

ae An ambiguous condition exists when both rp, and ry are 

significant regardless of the difference between them; 

and 

4. The traditional null condition exists when neither roe 

nor ry is significant regardless of the difference 

between them Csee Dansereau et al., 1981, for a more 

detailed description) (Markham, Dansereau, Allutta, & 

MacDenald, 1983). 

WABA versus regression. The WABA technique has some 

advantages over an ANCOVA/regressian approach. Bath are 

forms of the General Linear Model and therefore result in 

identical values for within-unit correlation. Between-unit 

correlations are similar except that WABA makes an



adjustment for the size of the unit. For example, in the 

calculation of the between-unit correlations, WABA makes an 

adjustment to the unit means by weighting each by the size 

of the unit. CIf unweighted unit averages are entered into 

a standard least squares regression model, no adjustment is 

made for the size of each unit.) This is not a problem if 

all units are the same size. When cell sizes are very 

different, this problem becomes more pronounced. In this 

data set, some units were larger than others, therefore, 

ordinary least squares was not the most efficient technique 

(Hanan & Burnstein, 13974, p. 378). An additional 

comparative advantage of WABA is that all results can be 

displayed in a single table. More important, in WABA an 

attempt is made to clarify research assumptions about the 

inference-drawing process through the use of a modified Z 

test (Markham et al., 1983). 

Summary. In order to use the WABA analyses described, ne cote ee Cm ene comes 

matching reports Ce.q., manager and subordinate) are 

required on the variables of interest. Because the outcome 

variable absenteeism was collected from personnel records, 

only single reports were available. Likewise, only single 

reports were available for manager behavior measures. 

Therefore, relationships including manager behaviors and 

subordinate absenteeims were tested using multiple 

regression analyses discussed below. 
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The WABA procedure itself has direct implications for 

measurement in organizational research. If a measure is 

believed to be a "group" construct, then empirical analyses 

must be viewed with cancern when they da nat indicate bath 

between-unit covariance for two variables is significant and 

within-unit cavariance is random. Likewise, if a measure is 

believed to be a "dyadic" construct, then the within wark- 

unit covariation should be significant and the between-unit 

moavariation should be essentially random. Theoretically, 

any issue invalving variables such as satisfaction, 

participation, coammitment, and absenteeism is subject ta 

these cancerns if the data base has multiple units of 

analysis that are clearly identified (Markham et al., 1983). 

In general, WABA falls into a broad category of 

recently described techniques which are concerned with 

separating individual fram "contextual" oar group effects 

CFirebaugh, 1378; Hannan & Burstein, 1974: James, Demaree, & 

Hater, 1980; Kraemer, 1978; Lincoln & Zeitz, 1980). The 

WABA technique 1s Similar ta the ANCOVA model propmesed by 

Lincaln and Zeitz €1980) with the exception that the WABA 

Technique places equal emphasis on interpreting the within- 

unit effects aside fram the between-unit effects. Because 

the Linceln and Zeitz (1980, p. 396) technique is primarily 

moncerned with the between-unit regression line and its 

decampasitian inte a predicted component and a residual 
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coamponent for the purpose af testing the between-unit 

effect, it can be categorized in the macra end af the 

aggregation spectrum. On the other end of the spectrum, the 

James et al. C1980, p. S54) technique is sriented more 

toward the interpretation of individual effects by examining 

"the total possible variation in the person variable that is 

associated with between-group differences (Markham et al., 

The WABA technique attempts to establish a middle 

ground in this micro-macro aggregation issue without a 

priori assumptians about the appropriate unit of analysis. 

The ability to empirically test the assumptions cancerning 

the appropriate unit af analysis of a construct or a 

relationship is a key feature of the WABA procedure. Thus, 

the WABA technique can be viewed as an alternative to the 

theoretical decision-making rule proposed by Firebaugh 

(C1978) for situations when aggregated data are used to 

pravide estimates of individual level relationships without 

cammitting the ecological fallacy described by FRobinsean 

(1950). Essentially, with WABA there is no need for a 

croass-level inference from aggregate data to individual 

level theory or vice versa because all units of analysis are 

present in the multiple data base, and are matched and 

tested for the apprapriate statistical unit (Markham, 

Dansereau, Alluttoa, &®& Dumas, 1983). 
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RESULTS 

The results are presented in the foallawing sections: 

C13 descriptive statistics of the measurement instruments, 

(2) checks far differenztes among subgroups of respondents 

(3) results of the WABA I analysis to determine if grouping 

at the dyad level is reasonable (Hypothesis 1), (4) results 

can mf WABA II analyses and inferences drawn for Hypothesis 2 

about the relationships between negotiating latitude and the 

outcome variables, (5) the results and inferences drawn from 

multiple regressian analyses about the relatisanships between 

negotiating latitude and supervisor behaviars CHypathesis 

3), (6) the results and inferences drawn from multiple 

regression analyses about the relationships between manager 

behaviors and sutcome variables CHypsothesis 4), and (7) the 

results and inferences drawn from hierarchical multiple 

regression analyses about the increased predictive power of 

manager behavisors aver negotiating latitude for the outcome 

Variables (Research Question 1). 

In addition, sample characteristics are located in 

Appendix A which cantains frequency and percent scores for 

demographic and work-related variables characterizing the 

sample. Scares are reported for manager and subcardinate 

participants. Variables include gender, race, age, marital 

status, education, tenure with current supervisar, jab



tenure, organizational tenure, amount of interactian 

with/fram supervisor, and group size. 

Table 1 shows the number of respondents, the mean 

response for each scale, the standard deviation far each 

scale, the minimum and maximum value reported on each scale, 

and the coefficient alpha for each scale for subordinate 

Pete, 

reports and manager reports. All scares were computed sa 

that a higher number indicates a higher level of the 

characteristic being measured with exceptian ta turnover 

intent for which a high score indicates intent to stay. 

Manager and subordinate internal reliability scores for 

the self-report scales were computed using Cranbach’s alpha. 

Alpha is the average inter-item correlation weighted by the 

number of items in the scale CNunnally, 1567). An alpha of 

-80 er above is desirable (Nunnaly, 1967) with .60 «ar 

Greater being acceptable for exploratory research. Alpha 

coefficients contained in Table 1 range from .70 ta .90 with 

three scores belaw .80. The scales exhibit acceptable 

reliability for further analysis. 

Table 2-A contains the total correlatisans between 

manager and subordinate reports for all variables. Table 2- 

B contains the total correlation matrix far all variables 

used in the study including self-report dyad means,



behavioral measures, and subordinate absence scores. Table 

2-I coantains descriptive statistics for all dyad reports. 

Several between work greup analyses were performed to 

support the use of a collapsed data set. The data set 

contained 18 work groups. One-way ANOVAs were canducted an 

the follawing variables: subordinate’s race, subordinate’s 

marital status, whether ar not the subardinate was hired by 

his ar her current supervisor, subordinate’s gender, 

subordinate’s age, subardinate’s education level, 

subardinate’s tenure with supervisor, subeardinate’s job 

tenure, subordinate’s organizational tenure, and 

suboardinate’s reported amount of interactian with 

supervisor. Significant Fs were followed by Tukey’s 

Studentized Fange tests ta test for individual mean 

differences and tsa control for type I errear (Tables S-A ta 

3-G). 

No significant group effects were found for ANOVAs 

monducted on the following variables: subordinate’s race, 

subordinate’s marital status, and whether oar not the 

subordinate was hired by his or her current supervisear. 

Several demagraphic variables had significant effects 

including suberdinate’s gender, subcardinate’s age, 

suboardinate’s education level, subordinate’s tenure with 

supervisar, subardinate’s jab tenure, suboardinate’s 
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merdanizational tenure, and subordinate’s reported amaunt of 

interaction with supervisor. 

Table 3-A shows the effects of group membership oan 

subordinate’s gender (F=3.15, p,.9001). Males received a 

gender code of 1 and females a 2. Fesults of Tukey’s tests 

(see bottom of Table SA) indicate group 4+ which was 

zomprised af all females (x=2.00) mantained more females 

than groups i, 4, 11, id, 16, and 17. Group 12 ¢x=1.52) 

contained more females than group 16 which was comprised of 

all males. 

Table S-B contains significant effects of group 

membership on subordinate’s age (F=5.63, pv.0001)3. Results 

af Tukey’s tests (see of Table SB) indicate groups 18 

(x=39.91), 14 ¢x=31.50), and 13 ¢x=30.40) coantained younger 

emploayees on average than groups 1 (x=46.75), &© ¢x=47.44), § 

(x=47.00), 10 (x=41.9 OJ
 2, 15 ¢x=48.80), and 16 ¢x=45.41). 

Likewise, graup 2 Cx=34.67) contained younger employees than 

groups 1 ¢x=46.735), 6&6 Cx=47.44), and 15 ¢x=48.80). Finally, 

group 11 ¢x=34.58) contained younger members than group 15 

(x=48.80). 

Significant group effects on subordinate education 

(F=2.06, pz.0O1) are reported in Table 3-C. Levels of 

education were scored in the following manner: 1=8th grade 

my less, ==same highschacal, S=highschoal graduate, 

4=vorational /technical degree, S=some college, G=college



, 
graduate. As reported in the bottom of Table 3-C Tukey’s 

tests showed that the means for groups 10 ¢x=2.89) and 1c 

(x=35.95) were significantly different. 

Table 3-D reveals significant group differences far 

subordinate’s tenure with current manager (F=15.S50, 

px.0001)9. All tenure variables are reported in number of 

manths. As reported in the battem of Table 3-D, Tukey’s 

Bef 

tests revealed that on average members of group 9 ¢x=%9 203 mn
 

had significantly more tenure with their supervisar than 

members of all other groups. Group 16 ¢x=S4.24) had a | 

higher mean fer subardinate’s tenure with supervisear than 

all groups excluding 4, 7, 8, and 15. Group 15 ¢x=49.55) 

exhibited a higher mean than groups 2, 5S, il, if, 13, 14, 

17, and 18. Finally, group 13 ¢x=2.00) showed less tenure 

with supervisor than groups 8 and 10, 

Significant group differences were detected as shown in 

Table S-E for subordinate’s job tenure ¢F=5.35, pxt.go0ol). 

Tukey’s tests revealed Cas shown in the bettam of Table 3-E) 

that group 15 ¢x=138.10) had a greater average job tenure 

mean than groups 2, it, 13, 14, 17, and 18. Groups 9 

Cx=114.91) and 16 ¢x=115.18) had greater mean job tenure 

than groups 2, 15, 14, and 18. Finally, groups 6 ¢x=118.00) 

and 10 ¢x“=95.70) had means greater than groups 2, 15, and 

18. 
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Table G-F contains significant group effects for 

subordinate’s organizational tenure (F=11.18, p2.gool). 

Tukey’s tests (see bottom of Table S-F) revealed that on 

average group 15 ¢x=247.50) had higher erganizational tenure 

than groups 1, =, 4, S, 11, 12, 15, 14, 16, and 18. Mean 

organizational tenure for groups 6& (x=198.80), 8 (x=222.45), 

and 10 €177.59) was greater than fro groups 2, 12, 15, 14, 

and 18. Groups 3 (x=194.8) and 9 C“=156.62) had higher 

means than groups =, 13, 14, and 18. Finally, the 

erganizational tenure mean for group S ¢x=1356.062 was 

greater than the mean far group 2 (x=57.63). 

Table S-G shows significant differences for 

subordinate’s rating of the frequency with which the 

supervisor interacts with him/her (F=3.535, pt.Q0013. Data 

was scored so that l=hourly, 2=several times a day, S=ance a 

day, 4=2 or 3S times a week, S=once a week, and G=other. The 

botteam of Table 3-G shews that the mean of group & ¢x=4.11) 

was significantly higher than the means of groups 5S, 10, 13, 

and i¢. Group 18 ¢x=3.54) reported a higher mean than 

groups 10, 135, 14. Finally, group 2 ¢“=3.15) had a higher 

mean than group 135 ¢x=2.00)., 

Cenclusion. The ANOVA results pravided directisn for 

further exploration of the data in the event af group level 

effects far any of the following variables: negotiating 

latitude, general satisfaction, supervisor satisfaction, 
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growth satisfaction, coworker satisfaction, work 

satisfaction, or turnover intention. The following sectisans 

describing results for the tests of Hypotheses 1 ¢"Level of 

Analysis") and 2 C"Negotiating Latitude and Outccame 

Variables") show that dyad effects were found as spposed to 

group effects. 

Therefore, the conclusian was drawn that the 

significant group differences found an the demagraphic 

variables provided a more stringent test of dyad effects 

than an ideal case in which all groups would have been | 

hamaqeneous. It appears that the dyad effects reported in 

the follawing sections were strang enough to avercame any 

effects of tenure, age, education, gender, ar perception af 

frquency of interaction. 

Hypothesis 1 predicted that negotiating latitude would 

differ between manager-subordinate dyads. WABA I was used 

ta detect the level (dyad or group) at which negotiating 

latitude, general satisfaction, satisfaction with 

supervisor, growth satisfaction, caworker satisfaction, wark 

satisfaction, and turneaver intention exist in the research 

sample. Table 4+ contains inference rules far evaluating 

DETECT sutput. 

Dyad level. Located in the top of Table 5S are WABA I 

tests for practical significance at the dyad level. The E 
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yatio inductions indicated between dyad effects for all 

Variables: negotiating latitude, general satisfaction, 

satisfaction with supervisor, growth satisfactian, coworker 

satisfactian, work satisfaction, and turnover. 

The tap portion of Table 6 cantains WABA I tests for 

statistical significance at the dyad level. The F tests 

revealed greater between-eta correlations than within-eta 

correlations for the same seven variables: negotiating 

latitude, general satisfaction, satisfaction with 

supervisor, growth satisfaction, coworker satisfaction, wark 

satisfactian, and turnaver. These findings sSsuppart the use 

of dyad means as accurate representations of dyad scares. 

Group level. At the group level of analysis, equivocal 

ar within-group findings would further suppeart aggregation 

of data at the dyad level. The lower parts of Tables S and 

& show within-group interences for all variables. 

Overall, as predicted in Hypothesis 1 WABA I analyses 

support the dyad level of aggregation as an accurate 

representation of the LMX relatisanship. 

Negotiating Latitude and Outcome Variables (Hypothesis 2: eee come a ae ee eee ee ee cates SED CSTE CURET CRED GENES HRN SEE ConED GED Sramy SGT eUewe CEMRD AEGD meet GYEED SIGE GLERD GMOOE COmmD XID SONED aopar GENES dba ounaD GOED EDGR GUnED CuESD SURES BEDS GaTEY Te 

Hypothesis 2 predicted negotiating latitude and sutcome 

Variables would be related at the dyad level. Table 7 

mantains WABA equation summaries of negotiating latitude and 

the outcome variables at the dyad and group levels. WABA II



difference tests were conducted to detect whether 

negatiating latitude and scutcome variables were related at 

the dyad ar group level. Z scores were examined far 

statistical significance. 

Dyad level. The upper portion of Table 8 cantains WABA 

If dyad results for Hypotheses =. HBetween-dyad cavariatian 

is significantly larger than within-dyad mavariatioan for 

negotiating latitude with supervisor satisfaction, growth 

satisfaction, coworker satisfaction, and work satisfaction. 

Equivecal inferences were made far negotiating latitude with 

general satisfaction and turnover intention. 

Group level. The lower portion of Table 8 contains 

WABA II group tests for Hypotheses 2. Within-group 

mavariation is significantly larger than between-group 

movariation for negotiating latitude with turnover. Tests 

maf negotiating latitude with general satisfaction, 

supervisor satisfaction, and coworker satisfactian resulted 

in equivecal inferences indicating no difference between 

between-group and within-group variation. Between-group 

moavariation is significant for negotiating latitude with 

growth satisfaction and work satisfaction. 

WABA summary. Table 3 cantains WABA I and WABA II 

inference summaries for Hypotheses 2. Inferences were made 

accarding ta guidelines posed by Dansereau et al. C1984). 

Dyad-level analyses of negotiating latitude with supervisor 
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satisfaction, growth satisfaction, cowarker satisfaction, 

and work satisfactian resulted in strong between-dyad 

inferences. Weak between-dyad inferences were made for 

negatiating with general satisfaction and turnover. These 

inferences support the dyadic predictians made in Hypothesis 

Group-level tests of negotiating latitude with general 

satisfaction, supervisor satisfaction, mawerker 

satisfaction, and turnover led to weak within within-group 

inductions. No group inferences were made for negotiating 

latitude with growth satisfaction and work satisfaction. In 

summary, as predicted in Hypothese 2 WABA analyses indicate 

that dyads with higher negotiating latitude are higher in 

general satisfaction, supervisor satisfaction, growth 

satisfaction, work satisfaction, and intent ta stay. 

In order to perform regression analyses used to test 

Hypsatheses 3, 4+, and 3 and the research question, potential 

problems of multicollinearity (substantial correlation among 

a set of predictors) among the variables were assessed. 

With multicollinearity, the predictors invealved lay claim to 

largely the same pertion af the criterion variance, reducing 

their unique contributions ta the criterion. 

Multicollinearity of predicters clouds interpretation and 
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reduces sampling stability af partial coefficients fram the 

results of regression analyses (Cohen & Cohen, 13983). 

Ta detect multicollinearity, the variance inflation 

factors CVIF) technique was used. VIF measures the 

interrelatianships among the independent variables in the 

madel. The VIF will become large if one variable is highly 

related to ansther and affects the estimate of the 

relationship with the dependent variable. If all variables 

are orthogonal ta msne another, the VIF will be 1.0. VIFs 

which are greater than 10 are considered to have | 

multicoallinearity. VIFs less than 6 are considered free 

fram multicollinearity. VIFs between G and 10 are 

monsidered suspect and should be examined with caution in 

multiple regression analyses (Montgomery & Peck, 1982). All 

VIFs in this study were less than 2 indicating no problems 

with multicollinearity. 

“- Hypothesis 3 proposed negutiating latitude would 

predict subordinate absence frequency. Due to previsus 

support for Hypothesis 1, negotiating latitude means were 

regressed on suberdiante absence rate using the SAS 

statistical package. The the model’s F value, significance 

mf the F value, the total F-Square, and the adjusted F- 

square are reported.



Equation 1 in Table 12-6 cantains bivariate regression 

results far negotiating latitude and absence frequency. As 

hypothesized, the model containing dyad negotiating latitude 

regressed on suberdinate absence frequency was significant 

CF=8.45, pt.0059. The F-square was .039 indicating 3% of the 

variance in suberdinate absence frequency was accounted for 

by dyad negotiating latitude. The results provide suppart 

Pa 

for Hypothesis 3. 

ed ar oem eneme enews cones Td 

Hypothesis 4 propased manager behavisars would predict 

negotiating latitude. Due to previous support for 

Hypathesis 1 manager behaviors were regressed an negatiating 

latitude dyad means in a multiple regression equation. 

Multiple regressian analyses were performed using the SAS 

statistical package. For each multiple regressian equation 

the madel’s F value, significance of the F value, the total 

R-Square, and the adjusted FP-square are reported. 

Table 10 contains multiple regression analysis results. 

As hypothesized, the model cantaining supervisor behaviors 

Cmonitors, cansequences, and antecedents? regressed «an 

negotiating latitude was significant, F = 8.21, p = .0001. 

The R® was .08 indicating 8% of the variance in dyad 

negotiating latitude was accounted for by monitors, 

cansequences, and antecedents. The lower partion af Table



160 contains the estimate of each regressor’s slope and the 

Significance or nan-significance of that slope. Antecedents 

appear to make statistically sifnificant contributions tea 

dyad negotiating latitude but monitors and consequences do 

not. These results partially support Hypotheses 4. 

Pa e 

Hypothesis 5S proposed manager behaviors would predict 

erganizational outcome variables measured in this study. 

Due to previous suppart for Hypothesis 1, manager behaviors 

were regressed on sutcome variable dyad means in. Multiple 

regressian analyses were performed using the SAS statistical 

package. For each multiple regression equation the model’s 

F value, significance of the F value, the total F-Square, 

and the adjusted R-square are reprurted. 

Table 11 contains the results af multiple regression 

analyses testing the ability of supervisor behaviors tx 

predict the sutcome variables. The model cantaining manager 

behaviars (monitors, consequences, and antecedents) 

regressed on cowarker satisfaction was significant, F = 

2.68, p= .O471. The R= was .93 indicating 3% of the 

Variance in dyad cawerker satisfaction was accounted fear by 

monitors, consequences, and antecedents. Examination of the 

estimate of each regressar’s slope and the significance or 

non-significance af that slope indicates no behaviors appear 
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to make statistically sifnificant cantributions to dyad 

coworker satisfaction. Models cantaining manager behaviors 

regressed on general satisfaction, supervisor satisfactian, 

growth satisfaction, work satisfaction, turneaver intent, and 

days absent were not significant. These results fail to 

support Hypothesis 5S. 

In addition, the median dyad negotiating latitude score 

Pay, 

was computed Cmedian = 3.57). The above multiple regressian 

equations were reanalyzed using the high negotiating 

latitude subset and the law negotiating latitude subset 

scores to look for evidence of a moderated relationship 

between manager behaviors and one or more of the outcome 

variables. Manager behaviors were nat found to predict any 

mutcame variables in either the high or the low negotiating 

latitude subsets. Thus, use of the median split on 

negatiating latitude provided no evidence of behavisr- 

outcome relatianships moderated by negotiating latitude. 

{Research Question: Hierarchical Regression? 

The research question proposed the exploration of 

whether manager behaviors predict beyond negotiating 

latitude far subordinate general satisfaction, subordinate 

satisfaction with supervisar, subordinate growth 

satisfaction, suberdinate coworker satisfaction, suboardinate 

wark satisfaction, subordinate turnaver intent, and



subordinate absence rate. Due to previous support fram the 

WABA analyses far Hypothesis 1, dyad means were used for all 

self-report measures in the following analyses. 

Hierarchical regression analyses were performed using 

the SAS statistical package. For each multiple regression 

equation the madel’s F value, significance af the F value, 

the total F-Square, and the adjusted F-square are reported. 

Ta test for significance of adding predictars to each model, 

the change in R-Square is reported. The estimate of each 

regressar’s slape and the significance or non-signi ficance 

of that slope is reperted far the full model. The parameter 

estimates show the unique cantribution of each variable and 

the sign of the estimate indicates the direction in which 

the parameter and dependent variable are related. 

Tables 12-A through 12-H contain results of multiple 

regression tests ta determine whether manager behaviors add 

to the predictive power of negotiating latitude for all 

outcome variables. Hierarchical regression procedures 

included €a) regression of dyad negotiating latitude on the 

dependent variable, ¢€b) addition of monitors, consequences, 

and antecedents to the model, and (2) camputatian af the 

change in FR and determination of its significance. 

Analyses were performed on 292 dyads. 

Table 12-A shows the change in F* to be significant 

with the addition of maniteors, cansequences, and antecedents 
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ta negotiating latitude for general satisfactian (F=3.37, p 

913. Consequences appear toa make statistically 

sifnificant contributions to dyad general satisfactian 

latitude but monitors and antecedents da not. 

Results shown in Tables 12-B to 12-H indicate na 

Significant changes in F* with the additisan of manager 

behaviors to negotiating latitude for supervisar 

satisfaction, growth satisfaction, caweorker satisfaction, 

work satisfaction, turnover satisfaction, days absent, or 

absence rate. Hierarchical multiple reqression findings are 

summarized in Table 12. 

In addition, to further support the use af dyad means 

in these analyses, all hierarchical regression procedures 

described above were repeated using both superviser and 

subcardinate means of all outcome variables. Findings were 

as follows: €1) "suberdinate" general satisfaction, F 

change = 2.65 (p «< .0O5)9, "“supervisor" general satisfaction, 

F change = 2.58 (p = .05)935 ¢2) "subordinate" and 

"supervisor" satisfaction with supervisor, F change far bath 

nansignificant, (3) "“subsrdinate" and "supervisar" growth 

satisfaction, F change for beth nonsignificant, ¢+4) 

"“subardinate" and "Supervisor" coworker satisfaction, F 

change far both nonsignificant, (5) "subsardinate" and 

"supervisor" work satisfaction, F change for both 

nonsignificant, ¢€6) "“suberdinate" and "Superviser" turnaver 
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intent, F change for bath nonsignificant, ¢€7) "suberdinate" 

and "supervisor" days absent, F change for bath 

neansignificant, and €8) “subordinate” and "superviser" 

absence rate, F change for both nonsignificant. These 

findings mirrared thase af the dyad analyses, supporting the 

use of dyad means. 

o 

fram ANOVA, WABA I, WABA II, and multiple regression 

analyses. WABA I and WABA II were used to infer the dyad as 

the proper level of aggregation for self-report variables in 

this study. In addition, WABA I and II analyses provided 

infarmation on the dyadic nature of the relatianships among 

self-report variables. Finally, multiple regressian 

analyses supported the predictive power of manager behaviors 

for negotiating latitude and of negotiating latitude for all 

outcome variables. However, na support was found that 

supervisor behaviors predict beyond negeatiating latitude far 

the sutcome variables with the exception of general 

satisfaction. 

DISCUSSION 

Overview 

Assessment of variation using WABA I revealed the dyad 

as the appropriate level sf analysis for negotiating 

latitude and the sutcome variables. In additian, assessment 

of cavariation using WABA II among these measures within and 
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between groups revealed dyad-based correlations between 

negotiating latitude and superviser satisfaction, growth 

satisfaction, coworker satisfaction, and work satisfaction 

(not for general satisfaction or turnover intent>. 

Cambinatan of WABA I and WABA ITI resulted in dyadic 

inferences for all relationships between negotiating 

latitude and the outcome variables, although two of these 

relationships were weak. “ 

In addition, various regression analyses revealed a) 

negotiating latitude predicted subordinate absence rate, b? 

antecedents predicted negotiating latitude, <=) na manager 

behaviors predicted satisfaction, turnaver intentian, «sr 

days absent, and d>d consequences added to negotiating 

latitude’s ability ta predict general satisfactian. A 

discussion follows including implications of the results in 

order of the hypatheses, limitations of the study, and 

suggestions for future research. 

WABA I analyses at the dyad level (see the top af Table 

6) indicated that negotiating latitude, general 

satisfaction, satisfaction with supervisor, growth 

satisfaction, coworker satisfaction, work satisfaction, and 

turnover intention differed between manager-subsrdinate 

dyads supporting the use af dyad means as accurate 

representations of dyad scores. These results replicate



previous investiqations (e.g., Brownlee, 1391) af the LMX 

canstruct supparting the dyadic nature of wark group 

phenomena pased by LMX theory. 

One instance of dyad variation that did nat converge 

with past findings was the between-dyad effect found far 

coworker satisfaction. Brownlee (1991) found between and 

within etas to be equivocal for coworker satisfactian. 

Inspection of the correlation matrix for dyad means (see 

Table 2-B) shows that correlations between dyad coworker 

satisfaction and sather measures of satisfaction range from 

-28 to .57. Given the strength of these correlations and 

the fact that dyadic variation was found for each of these 

variables, the between-dyad variation finding for coworker 

satisfaction was nat surprising. In ather words, if manager 

subardinate oapinians converge for other measures of 

satisfaction, convergence of spinians for coworker 

satisfaction is understandable. Table =-A does show however 

that cowarker satisfactian exhibited the lowest correlation 

between manager and subordinate reports of all self-report 

Variables. Group level analyses (see the battam of Table 6) 

revealed within-group variation for all variables supporting 

the between-dyad level findings. 

WABA II analyses (see Table 8) indicated that dyads 

with higher negotiating latitude were higher in general 
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satisfaction, supervisor satisfaction, growth satisfaction, 

work satisfaction, coworker satisfaction, and intent to stay 

than dyads with lower negotiating latitude. These results 

partially replicate previous research on the relationship of 

group status with selected orqanizational sutcomes-—in 

general, that in-group members are more satisfied and have 

less intention to withdraw than outgroup members (Brawnlee, 

1991). ~ 

In relation to Brownlee’s (1991) findings, final 

inductions in this study at the dyad level revealed similar 

inferences between negotiating latitude and general 

satisfaction, satisfaction with supervisor, growth 

satisfaction, work satisfaction, and turnover intent (see 

the top of Table 3). However, Broawnlee’s between-dyad 

inference for general satisfaction was strong as opposed to 

the weak inference made in this study, and Broawnlee’s 

between-dyad inference for supervisor satisfaction was weak 

as opposed ta the strong inference in this study. One 

notable difference between final dyadic inductions made by 

Broawnlee and the researcher in this study was the final 

equivecal inference made by Brownlee for the relationship 

between negotiating latitude and coworker satisfaction. The 

top of Table 9 shows a strong between-dyad inference for the 

relation for relation between negotiating latitude and 

coworker satisfaction in this study. Inspection of the 
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total correlation matrix for dyad means (see Table 2-B) 

shows a correlation of .47 among dyad negotiating latitude 

and dyad coworker satisfaction. Of all correlations between 

negatiating latitude and the satisfaction measures, this 

correlation was lowest (with exception to general 

satisfaction). However, this correlation is relatively 

strong. Thus, the finding af between dyad cavariation for 

negotiating latitude and coworker satisfactian was not 

surprising. 

Bivariate regression analysis (see Equation 1 in Table 

12-5) revealed that negotiating latitude did significantly 

predict the performance criterion variable subordinate 

absenteeism. This finding corroborates Brawnlee’s ¢1991) 

finding that negotiating latitude was negatively related to 

actual days missed by subordinates. However, given the 

previous rationale for using absence rate as an objective 

measure of performance, this result is inconsistent with 

Graen et al.’s C1982) finding that LMX was positively 

related ta quantity of wark produced. The relationship 

found in this study between negotiating latitude and absence 

rate is also inconsistent with Vecchia and Gobdel’s ¢198+4) 

study which found na significant relationship between LMX 

and ob jective subordinate performance and Dienesch’s ¢€19873



investigation which revealed na relationship between LMX and 

objective task performance. 

The relation found in this study between negotiating 

latitude and days absent was consistent with Scandura and 

Graen’s €1984) reanalysis of the Graen et al (19582) data set 

which faund improving LMX relationships increased quantity 

but not quality of performance for initially law LMX dyads. 

In the current study, subordinate absenteeism can be 

considered a measure af quantity of performance given that 

the fewer absences means mare time on the job. However, the 

argument could not be supported that days absent represented 

quality of work performed an the factory floar by 

participants in this study. 

Multiple regression analysis (see Table 10) revealed 

that antecedents appear to make statistically significant 

cantributions to dyad negotiating latitude. This finding 

indicates that subordinates in dyads characterized by higher 

negotiating latitude receive more instructians from their 

managers than subordinates in lower negotiating latitude 

dyads. However, when antecedents are accounted far, 

maniters and cansequences doa nat make unique contributians 

toa predict dyad negotiating latitude. 

The failure af monitors and cansequences to predict 

negotiating latitude was surprising. However, reflectican «an



the nature of jobs in this factary setting suggests that 

instructions (Ce.qg., to repair a broken machine, to make sure 

the manager’s daily production goals were met) might have 

been provided toward members who were mare highly trusted 

and liked (Brownlee, 1951) because the managers wanted ta be 

monfident that instructions would be carried out in order 

that group productivity standards be met. Finally, although 

antecedents account fir geome variance in negotiating 

latitude, other potential determinants of negotiating 

latitude were not measured in the current study Ce.g., 

loyalty, liking, and competence). 

Multiple reqresson analyses (see Table 11) indicated 

that no manager behavisars significantly predicted general 

satisfaction, supervisor satisfaction, cowarker, growth 

satisfaction, work satisfaction, turnover intent, or days 

absent. Although cowsarker satisfaction showed a significant 

effect, na individual regression coefficients were 

significant. Considered with findings from Hypothesis 3, 

these results indicate that negotiating latitude might 

mediate relationships between antecedents and these outcome 

variables. 

The fact that manager behaviors did not predict 

satisfaction, turnover intention, ar days absent was 

surprising in light of FKFomaki’s (1986) findings that 
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moniters were positively related to effective supervision. 

As suggested in the following limitatisns secton, the 

possibility that relationships were attenuated due to range 

restriction of the behavioral variables must be cansidered. 

In other words, a siqnificant relationship between manager 

behaviars and negotiating latitude might have been 

discovered had mare behavioral data been gathered in «arder 

to increase the variation of these variables within the data 

set. 

Research Question 

Hierarchical regression procedures (see Tables 12-A 

through Le-g and Table 13) indicated that manager 

cansequences made statistically significant contributions ta 

dyad general satisfaction abave that of dyad negatiating 

latitude alone. Manager behaviors were not found to add ta 

the predictive power of negotiating latitude for supervisor 

satisfaction, coworker, growth satisfactian, wark 

satisfaction, turnover intent, or days absent. In light of 

findings from the tests of hypothesis 5, the one significant 

change found in F-square for general satisfaction is 

attributed ta chance given the number of regressions that 

were camputed in this study. 

Conclusions 

Two approaches have governed the way leadership is 

measured and subsequently related to outcomes (Ferris, 15385;



Scandura et al., 1986; Vecchio, 1982). One approach Ce.g., 

ALS?) suggests a between-gqroaups focus in which the leader 

exhibits the same behavior toward all subordinates ina 

given group, and thus assigns an ALS score to each group 

member Ce.g., Schriesheim, 1973). Another approach Ce.g., 

LMX? contends that the appropriate level of analysis is the 

between-dyad focus, which assumes that leaders vary their 

behaviars among their subordinates (e.g., Graen, 1976). 

This study supported the dyad as an appropriate level 

af analysis for leadership research. Leadership research 

should continue ts be canceptualized and studied at the dyad 

level to explore superviseor-suberdinate relationships. By 

examining the dyad level of analysis with the group level of 

analysis, it was possible to affirm the dyad level as 

appropriate for studying perceptions of the relationship 

between supervisors and subordinates, thus supporting the 

use of LMX theory in explaining certain organizational 

mutcaome variables. 

This study alsa provided a framework toa link manager 

behaviors to negotiating latitude by objectively asking haw 

manitears, consequences, and antecedents exhibited by 

managers relate to the LMX canstruct. This foallcawed 

suggestions by variaus researchers toa strengthen the link 

between LMX and actual behaviors af dyad members Ce.q., 

Brownlee, 1991; Liden & Mitchell, 1988). The results



revealed relationships between 13 dyad negotiating latitude 

and important osutcame variables, 2) managerial antecedents 

and dyad negotiating latitude, and 3) managerial 

moansequences and subordinate general satisfaction 

cantralling for negotiating latitude. 

Finally, this study responded ts the call to conduct 

LMX research outside af educational institutions, 

specifically in blue-callar settings, and fram bath 

supervisor and subordinate perspectives. Vecchio ¢1982) 

suggested that an ALS approach would be more descriptive of 

low-level supervisors in charge of blue-collar subordinates. 

In such a situation, supervisors might be required ta be 

mare attentive toa the equitable nature of the relations with 

subordinates. In this field study of blue-collar workers, 

strong dyad effects were found. The findings af the present 

study, therefore, help to extend the generalizability of LMX 

at the dyad level. 

Limitations 

Limitations that affect interpretation of the 

previously discussed results were present in this study. 

Following is a discussion of these limitations accompanied 

by suggestians Cwhen appropriate) for impravement of future 

research. The study sample was not randomly selected. This 

is a characteristic of quasi-experimental designs. All 

managers and subeardinates were encouraged to participate in 
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the study. Although all managers participated C1O00% 

response rate), the overall subordinate response rate fram 

the eighteen work groups was 68%. Discussions with 

personnel staff suggested that many nonrespandents were 

probably illiterate as shown by a previcus literacy 

assessment. Nenrespondents could have been comprised mainly 

of ingroup or of outgroup member s. Due ta the obtrusive 

nature af the behavioral observations and toa the fact that 

subordinates were asked to complete questionnaires an their 

mown time, excessive pressure to respond was not exerted by 

the experimenter. Given the value af increased 

generalizability gained from field studies as opposed ta lab 

experiments, the loss of cantrol is justifiable. 

LMX thesry holds that vertical-dyad relationships 

develop quickly and remain canstant over lang periods of 

time. Due to the cross-sectional nature of this study, mo 

temp2aral differences could be assessed. Longitudinal 

studies should be canducted to determine if certain 

variables Cespecially superviser behaviors) are more 

important than athers at different times in the development 

of manager-subordinate relationships. 

Due ta time constraints, equal observation time was not 

alloted toa each subcrdinate in this study. Observatian of 

all 4352 subordinates Cincluding respondents and 

nonrespandents) in the 18 werk groups for 7 hours each would 
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have involved 3,024 hours of observation time as opposed ta 

the 126 hours of observations made in this study. Instead, 

the manager’s behavior scares were weighted far each 

subordinate in order to assign each subordinate comparable 

behavior scores adjusted for time of observation. In other 

words, all managers in this study were abserved for equal 

amaunts of time meaning subordinates in larger work groups 

had less chance of manager interactions than subardinates in 

smaller work groups. Thus, a weighting strategy was used. 

Ideally, future research focusing on behaviors involved in 

vertical dyad relationships should observe subordinates far 

equal periods of time. 

Only manager behavicrs were coded primarily due ta the 

theoretical basis for the study. The study evolved fram 

past development of LMX theory using the variable 

negotiating latitude. Negsatiating latitude is a measure of 

the LMX relationship describing perceptions Cin this case 

fram both viewpoints) of haw the subordinate is treated by 

the supervisor, thus supporting the exploration af manager 

behaviors as they relate to negotiating latitude. However, 

the notion of mutuality pervades LMX literature. As in this 

study, perceptual measures are camman from bath the 

manager’s and subsardinate’s perspectives. Toa camplete the 

nation of mutuality in future studies invealving behaviors 

important toa the LMX relatianship, observation and coding of



subordinate behaviors should be included. For example, 

given the previous suggestion to observe subordinates far 

equal periods of time, an ideal study would involve 

observing each subordinate recording and coding all manager 

and subordinate behaviors and statements from vertical-dyad 

interactions. From a practical standpoint, no acceptable 

c<ading scheme was available for subordinate behaviors. Time 

constraints of this study did not allow for development of 

such an instrument. 

This study provided support for the use of dyad level 

analysis for LMX and variables relating to the LMX 

canstruct. However, two group-level effects received weak 

support in the WABA II analyses and warrant additional 

research for the relationships between negotiating latitude 

and growth satisfaction Calso found by Brownlee, 19°91) as 

well as negotiating latitude and wark satisfaction. Future 

research of these relationships is suggested to determine if 

both dyad and group effects are present in the work 

Situation far these variables. 

This study supported the relationships between LMX and 

manager behaviors as well as LMX and important 

arganizational outcome variables. From a practical 

standpoint, management concerned with the satisfactian of 

its employees, turnover intentian, and absenteeism might 
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moansider reinforcement of the development of high LMX 

relationships. Likewise, management who wish to improve the 

quality of LMX relatisanships might consider the role of 

providing instructions Cantecedents) supported in this 

study. Finally, management concerned with the general 

Satisfaction of its employees might consider reinfercement 

of the use of feedback (consequences) by managers. These 

suggestions are made assuming further research will be 

conducted focusing on the roale manager behaviors play in the 

quality of work relationships and organizational outcomes. 

Given the results of this study and previnus works Ce.qg., 

Brawnlee, 19912 leadership researchers should continue to 

test dyad and group levels of analysis for different samples 

and variables to extend existing knowledge of relationships 

between negotiating latitude and organizational outcomes. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL HIERARCHY LEVEL 
Non-Management 2792 34.2 
Management 18 2.8 

SENDER: 

Nan~management 
Female B35 239.1 

Male 207 70,9 
Management 

Female 1 3.6 
Male 17 34.4 

RAITE 
Nan-management Lm oe 

White 271 93.1 
Black 17 3.8 
Other 2 1.0 

Management 
White 17 94.4 
Black 1 a.& 

MARITAL STATUS 
Nan-management 

Married 202 69.2 

Not Married 30 30.8 

Management 
Married 16 88.9 
Not Married = 11.1 

EDUCATION 
Non-management 

Completed 8th grade 

or less 9 ae 

Campleted 1-4 years 
highschasal cCno diploama) 293 3.6 

High school graduate 
or equivalent 151 J1.7 

Campleted formal vorca- 
tional oar technical 
schaol pragram 47 16.1 

Campleted 1-4 years of 

mollege wark a 17.8 
Graduated from 4-year 
calleqge 2 1.7 

Management 

High scheal graduate 
or equivalent 2 16.7 

Campleted farmal vaca- 

tional or technical 

school program 3 16.7 
Completed 1-4 years of 
caolleqe wark 8 44.4 
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___Yariable oo Frequency ooo Fercent 
Graduated from 4-year 

college = 11.1 
Campleted same graduate 
training 2 11.1 

AGE 
Non-management 

18 - 25 33 11.5 
26 - 30 40 17.1 
31 - 35 46, 16.1 
36 - 40 28 20,2 
41 - 45 41 14.2 
46 - 50 26 8.9 
ai - SS . fee i+ 4.7 
96 —- 60 2 4.2 
61 - 65 9 aa 

Management 
26 - 30 1 eo 
31 - 35 1 wad 
36 - 40 4 22.3 
41 - 45 6 23.4 
46 -— SO 4 22.9 
31 - S55 1 Dad 
36 - S39 1 3.5 

HIFED BY CURRENT SUPERVISOR 
Non-management 

Yes 17 3.8 

Nip 2735 34.2 
LAST PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Subordinate Report 
Less than one month aga 17 Je D 
1 - 3 months aga 15 ar 

4+ - & months ago 14 4.9 
7 - J manths age 1o 3. 
190 - 12 months aga i+ 4.9 
Over 1 year ago 78 27.3 
Cannot recall 138 48.3 

ORPGANIZATION TENURE 
Non-management 

QO - 11 Menths 47 16.3 
1 Year 9 oe 

2z- 3 Years 14 4.8 

4- 6 Years 3 iz. 
7 - 10 Years E4 22 
11 - 15 Years 48 16.6 
16 - 20 Years 28 20.1 

21o- 25 Years 12 4.2 
Management 

4- & Years 1 23. 
7 - 10 Years 4 zeal



Variable Frequency Fericent 

11 - 15 Years 2 11.1 

16 - 20 Years Ka 27.8 

21lo- 25 Years 1 3.6 

JOB TENURE 

Nen-management 
QO - 11 Manths 76 26.6 

1 Year 22 7.7 

z- 3 Years 43 14.7 

4+- 6 Years oil 17.8 

7 -~ 10 Years 42 i+. 7 

11 - 15 Years =8 3.8 

16 - 20 Years fm 24 8.4 

21lo- 25 Years 1 wa 

Management 

1 Year ~ 27.8 

2 - 3 Years 1 Se” 

+- 6 Years a 27.8 

7 - 10 Years 1 Sa 

11 - 15 Years 2 16.7 

16 - 20 Years 2 11.2 

21lo- 25 Years 1 Jeo 

TENUFE WITH CURRENT SUFERVISOR 

Nan-management 
4 1 Year 13 48.6 

1 Year 43 15.2 

2 Years 39 1s. 

3 Years 20 6.9 
4- S&S Years a4 8.4 

& - 10 Years 17 &.1 

» 10 Years 3 1.1 

Management 

£ 1 Year 1 5.5 

1 Year oO 

= Years 1 oe a 

3 Years 1 a 

4- 3S Years = Ti.2 

6&6 - 10 Years a 16.7 

11 - 15 Years G& aoa 

16 - 20 Years 2 16.8 

> 2O Years 1 Sa 

AMOUNT OF INTERACTION 
How Often Does Your Supervisor Interact 

Nan-management 

with You? 

Hourly 13 6.6 
Several times a day 155 cite 4 

Once a day a7 19.7 
= oor 3 times a week =B 3.7 

Once a week 7 2a ct 
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Variable Frequency Percent 

Other +t 8.3 

Haw Often Do You Interact with Your Subordinates? 
Hourly & 33.3 
Several times a day 1= 66.7 

GROUP SIZE 
1 - 10 o 27.8 
1i - 20 4 22.2 
2i- 30 2 11.1 

31 - 40 3 16.7 
41 - 30 3 16.7 
si - 55 1 Sa
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EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Throughout this questionnaire you will be asked questions concerning your vork environgent as you 

experience and see it. Questions relate to your relationship with your immediate supervisor and your 
job. Please read each question carefully and answer as appropriately as you can. Your answers are 
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL. 

SECTION ONE 

vith your imediate supervisor. All of the folloving questions ask about this particular working 

relationship. Please circle the nuaber that best represents your ansver. 

1. How well do you feel your immediate supervisor understand 
your probleas and needs? 

1 2 3 4 nm oe 
Not at All A-Little Moderately Well Quite Well Fully 

2. How vell do you feel that your imeediate supervisor 

recognizes your potential? 
1 2 3 4 J 

Not at All ALittle Moderately Well Quite Well Fully 

3. Regardless of how auch formal authority your immediate supervisor has built into his or her 
position, what are the chances that he or she vould be personally inclined to use that pover to help 
you solve probleas in your work? 

1 2 3 4 5 
No Chance Small Chance Might or Probably Certainly 

Might Not Would Would 

4. Again, regardless of the amount of formal authority your immediate supervisor has, what are the 
chances your ismediate supervisor would “bail you out" at his or her expense when you really need it? 

i 2 3 4 3 

No Chance Saall Chance Might or Probably Certainly 

Might Not Would Would 

3. Do you usually know vhere you stand with your immediate supervisor...that is, do you usually knov 
how satisfied your igmediate supervisor is with what you do? 

1 2 3 4 5 
Rarely Seldon Soaetiaes Usually Almost Always 

6. How would you characterize your working relationship with your immediate supervisor? 
1 2 3 4 J 

Extremely Worse than Average Better than Extremely 
Ineffective Average Average Effective 

7. Does your immediate supervisor have enough confidence in you that he/she vould defend and justify 
your decisions if you vere not present to do so. 

1 2 3 4 3 
Yes, Always Very Often Often Sometimes No, Never 
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8. How would you classify your working relationship with your immediate supervisor? 
1 = As his/her subordinate I aw “Qut" (merely a hired hand) 
2 = As his/her subordinate I am "Middle" to "Out" 

3 = As his/her subordinate I am “Middle of the Road" 

4 = As his/her subordinate I aa "Middle" to "In" 

2 = As his/her subordinate I aa "In" (a trusted assistant) 

9. If you had to guess how closely you and your immediate supervisor would answer these same 

questions about your working relationship, how close in agreement do you think your answers vould be. 

! 2 3 4 9 
Extreaely Very Close Close Not Very Not at all 

Close Close Close 

SECTION TWO 

Again, this is COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL. 

1. Generally speaking, I aa very satisfied vith this job. 
1 2 3 4 J 6 7 

Disagree Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree Agree 

Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

2, I frequently think of quitting this job. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Disagree Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree Agree 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

3. I am generally satisfied with the kind of vork I do in this job. 
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 

Disagree Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree Agree 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

4, The amount of personal growth and developaent I get in doing ay job. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

3. The degree of respect and fair treataent I receive from ay boss. 
1 2 3 4 J 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 
6. The feeling of vorthwhile accoaplishaent [ get from ay job. 

1 2 3 4 J 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

7. The amount of support and guidance I receive from ay supervisor. 
1 2 3 4 a 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 
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8. The amount of independent thought and action I can exercise in ay job. 
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

9. The amount of challenge in ay job. 
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

10. The overall quality of the supervision I receive in ay vork. 

1 2 3 4 d 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

Place a check beside your answer for the following six ‘ites. 

ti. Work like sine 

_.. discourages ae from doing ay best. 
_.. tends to discourage ae from doing ay best. 

aakes little difference. 
slightly encourages ae to do ay best. 
greatly encourages ae to do ay best. 

12. How often when you finish a day's work do you feel you've 
accomplished something really worthwhile? 

All of the tise 

Most of the tise 

About half of the tise 

Less than half of the tise 

Rarely 

13. How does the kind of work you do influence your overall 
attitude toward your job? 

It has a very unfavorable influence. 
It has a slightly unfavorable influence. 

It has no influence one way or the other. 

It has a fairly favorable influence. 
It has a very favorable influence. 

14. How aany of the things you do on your job do you enjoy? 

nearly all 

sore than half 
__. about hal f 
_.. less than hal f 
__. alaost none 
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15. How auch of the work you do stirs up real enthusiasa on your 
part? 

__ nearly all of it 
_ wore than half of it 
_ about half of it 
_ less than half of it 
_ alaost none of it 

16. How do you feel about the kind of work you do? 

_.. Don’t like it, would prefer some other kind of vork. 
__. It’s OK, but there’s other work I like better. 
___ I like it, but there is other vork I like as auch. . 
___ I like it very auch. 
___ It's exactly the kind of work I like best. 

17. How satisfied are you vith the co-workers you talk to and work with on your job? 
1 2 3 4 ’ 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

18. How satisfied are you with the chance to get to know other co-workers while on the job? 
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

19. How satisfied are you with the chance to help other co-workers while at work? 
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

20. How likely is it that you will actively look for a new job in the next year? 

1 2 3 4 5 
Very Likely Likely 30-50 Unlikely Very Unlikely 

21. How often do you think about quitting? 

I 2 3 4 q 
Very Often Often Occasionally Not Very Often Hardly Ever 

22. I will probably look for a new job in the next year. 
1 2 3 4 3 

Very Strongly Agree Neither Agree Disagree Very Strongly 

Agree Nor Disagree Disagree



SECTION THREE 

vill be kept confidential and aerely coded for demographic inforaation analyses. 

1. I have been with this organization for: 

nie years —~~——— sonths 

2. I have been in ay present job or position for: 

oe years 9 ——~~~-— aonths 

3. I have been vorking for ay present immediate supervisor for: 

All information given 

-————— years —~~—--~— aonths 

4. My position title 18:0 mmm mmm re rr rn ‘ 

3. Were you hired by your current supervisor? ---— Yes -—-—— No 

6. My present age is: --—-~— years. 

7. My gender iss ----— Wale ----—— Feaale 

8. I am presently; -—-—— Married —-——— Not Married 

9. My race iss ~— White —— Black —— Other (speci fy}-------—-— : 

10. My work location is (city) -———m enn nn nn nee 

11. The highest level of education I have attained is: 

~—— 8th grade or less 

——— Completed { - 4 years of high school work (no diploma) 

——— High school graduate or equivalent 

~—— Coapleted foraal vocational or technical school prograa 

——— Coapleted 1-4 years of college vork 

~——— Graduate from 4-year college 

——— Completed some graduate training 

—~— Completed Master’s Degree or higher 
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12, When was your last (most recent) forsal performance 
evaluation conducted? (please check one) 

—-—— less than one sonth ago 

——— 1-3 aonths ago 

~—— 4-6 aonths ago 

—-— 7-9 aonths ago 

——— 10-12 sonths ago 

—-— over 1 year ago 

——— cannot recall last evaluation oS 

13. On the average, how often does your immediate supervisor interact with you? (please check one) 

——— hourly | 

——— several tises a day 

——— once a day 

—-—— 2 or 3 tines a week 

——— once a week 

-—— other 

PLEASE PLACE YOUR COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVEDED, SEAL IT, AND PLACE IT IN THE BOX 
MARKED "VIRGINIA TECH STUDY: EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRES* BY THE END OF YOUR SHIFT WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, 
1992. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 

“em 
see oes
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SUPERVISOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

  Subordinate’s Nase: 

Throughout this questionnaire you will be asked questions concerning your relationship with the 
subordinate named above. Please read each item carefully and answer as appropriately as you can. 

SECTION ONE 

vith this subordinate. All of the following questions ask about this particular vorking relationship. 
Please circle the nuaber that best represents your answer. 

1. How well do you understand this subordinate’s probleas and needs? 
1 2 3 4 3 

Not at All ALittle Moderately Well Quite Well. . Fully 

2. How well do you feel that you recognize this subordinate’s potential? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Not at All ALittle Moderately Well Quite Well Fully 

3. Regardless of how auch formal authority you have built into your position, what are the chances 
that you would be personally inclined to use that power to help this subordinate solve probleas in his 
or her work? 

1 2 3 4 3 

No Chance Small Chance Might or Probably Certainly 

Might Not Would Would 

4, Again, regardless of the amount of formal authority you have, what is the chance you vould "bail 
out" this subordinate at your own expense when he or she really needed it? 

1 2 3 4 5 
No Chance Small Chance Hight or Probably Certainly 

Might Not Would Would 

5. Does this subordinate usually know where he/she stands with you...that is, do you usually let this 

subordinate know how satisfied you are vith what he/she does? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Rarely Sel dos Soaetiaes Usually Almost Always 

6. How would you characterize your working relationship with this subordinate? 
1 2 3 4 3 

Extremely Worse than Average Better than Extreaely 

Ineffective Average Average Effective 

7. Do you have enough confidence in this subordinate that you would defend and justify his or her 
decisions if he or she vere not present to do so? 

1 2 3 4 J 
Yes, Always Very Often Often Soaetiaes No, Never 
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§. How vould you classify your working relationship with this subordinate? 

1 = This subordinate is "Out" (merely a hired hand) 
2 = This subordinate is "Middle" to “Qut* 
3 = This subordinate is “Middle of the Road" 

4 = This subordinate is "Middle" to "In" 

3 = This subordinate is "In" (a trusted assistant) 

9. If you had to guess how closely you and this subordinate would answer these same questions about 

your vorking relationship, how close in agreeaent do you think your answers would be. 

1 2 3 4 3 
Extremely Very Close Close Not Very Not at all 

Close Close Close 

SECTION TWO 
Instructions: In the folloving section, questions refer to reactions to the job and aspects of work. 

As best you can, please indicate how satisfied you believe this subordinate is with each aspect of 

his/her job listed below. Do not answer these questions personally, rather answer as if you were this 
subordinate answering thea. 

1. Generally speaking, I think this subordinate is very satisfied with this job. 
1 2 3 4 9 6 7 

Disagree Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree Agree 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

2. I think this subordinate frequently thinks of quitting this job. 
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 

Disagree Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree Agree 

Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

3. I think this subordinate is generally satisfied with the kind or work he/she does in this job. 
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 

Disagree Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree Agree 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

Please indicate how satisfied you believe this subordinate is with: 
4. ...the amount of personal growth and development this subordinate gets in doing his/her job. 

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

3. «esthe degree of respect and fair treataent this subordinate receives from you as the supervisor. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

6. ...the feeling of vorthvhile accoaplishaent this subordinate gets from doing his/her job. 

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 
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7. .eethe amount of support and guidance this subordinate receives from you as the supervisor. 
1 2 3 4 J 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

8. ...the amount of independent thought and action this subordinate can exercise in his/her job. 

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

9. ..ethe amount of challenge in this subordinate’s job. 
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 

Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 
Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

10, ... the overall quality of the supervision he/she receives in his/her work 

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

Place a check beside your ansver to the following six iteas. 

11. The vork like this subordinate does probably 

——-~-— discourages this subordinate from doing his/her best. 
—~—-— tends to discourage this subordinate from doing his/her 

best. 
—-——— makes little difference. 

—-——-— slightly encourages this subordinate to do his/her best. 
—~-—-— greatly encourages this subordinate to do his/her best. 

12. How often do you think when this subordinate finishes a day's 

work he/she feels that something really worthvhile has been 
accoaplished? 

———— All of the tiae 

—-—— Most of the tine 

———--— About half of the tiae 

——-—— Less than half of the tiae 

———— Rarely 

13. How does the kind of work this subordinate does influence 

his/her overall attitude toward his/her job? 

—-——— It has a very unfavorable influence. 
———— It has a slightly unfavorable influence. 
———— It has no influence one vay or the other. 
———— It has a fairly favorable influence. 
———— It has a very favorable influence. 
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14. How aany of the things done on the job do you think this 

subordinate enjoys? 

——-—-— nearly all 

———-— gore than half 

—-—— about hal f 
——-—— less than hal f 

—~-—— alaost none 

15. How auch of this subordinate’s work do you think stirs up real enthusiasa on his/her part? 

———— nearly all of it 
———— gore than half of it 

———— about half of it 

—~—-— less than half of it 

——-—— almost none of it 
Pa 

16. How do you think this subordinate feels about the kind of work he/she does? 

—~—— Poesn’t like it, would prefer some other kind of vork. 
—~-—--— It's OK, but there’s other work he/she would like better. 
—-——— Likes it, but there is other work he/she would like as auch. 
——-—— Likes it very auch. 

m=—m—- It's exactly the kind of vork he/she likes best. 

17. How satisfied do you think this subordinate is with the co -workers he/she talks to and works vith 
on the job. 

1 2 3 4 3 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

18. How satisfied do you think this subordinate is with the chance to get to know other co-workers 
vhile on the job. 

1 2 3 4 J 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd Satisfd Satisfd 

19. How satisfied do you think this subordinate is vith the chance to help other co-workers while at 
vork. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extraly Dissat Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfd Extraly 

Dissatisfd Dissatisfd | Satisfd Satisfd 

20. How likely is it that this subordinate vill actively look for a new job in the next year? 
1 2 3 4 3 

Very Likely Likely 30-50 Unlikely Very Unlikely 

21. How often do you think this subordinate thinks about quitting? 
1 2 3 4 a 

Very Often Often Occasionally Not Very Often Hardly Ever 
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22. This subordinate will probably look for a new job in the next year. 

1 2 3 4 J 
Very Strongly Agree Neither Agree Disagree Very Strongly 

Agree Nor Disagree Disagree 

Pa ae 
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Instructions: 

SUPERVISOR DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Please respond to the following questions about yourself on the blanks provided. All 

information given will be kept confidential and merely coded for demographic information 
analyses. 

1. 

2. 

4, 

6. 

7. 

+ 

10. My work location is (city) 

ll. 

I have been with this organization for: 

Sa years ~~ months 

I have been in ay present job or position for: 

a years = ——-——— sonths 

I have been working as a supervisor for: Line 

Sa years = ~———— aonths 

How many employees report directly to you? —--—— 

My position title iss meme mn ee ee 

Hy present age iss -~---~— years. 

My gender iss --—-~—— Hale —~--—-~—— Feaale 

I am presently; -~-—-~— Married -~-~~—— Not Married 

My race iss ~~ White --— Black —- Other (specify) 

The highest level of education I have attained is: 

——— &th grade of less 

——— Completed 1 - 4 years of high school vork (no diploma) 

~—— High school graduate or equivalent 

~——— Completed foraal vocational or technical school prograa 

———~— Completed 1-4 years of college vork 

—~—— Graduate from 4-year college 

——— Coapleted some graduate training 

~——— Completed Master’s Degree or higher 
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12. On the average, how often do you interact with your subordinates? (please check one) 

~—-— hourly 

~~ several times a day 

——— once a day 

—--~ 2 or 3 tiaes a week 

—-— once a week 

—~~—— other 

13. What do you feel are the important aspects or qualities that define the type of relationship you 
have with your subordinates? 

    

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
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WORE RELATIONSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE 

Dear Employee: 

This questionnaire is designed ta find out haw you feel 

about particular aspects of your work. This is a research 

project conducted by, Marta Carter, an 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology doctoral student fram 
Virginia Tech. These data will provide information ta 
better understand working relationships between supervisors 

and subardinates. This is strictly a research project and 
will have na direct impact an you or your work. 

If this questionnaire is to be useful, it is important that 
you answer all questions frankly and honestly. There are ne 
right ar wrong answers toa these questians, since I am 

interested in what you think and feel about your work life. 

Your answers ta these questions are completely canfidential. 
All questionnaires are to be returned in the envelope 

previded directly to the researcher at Virginia Tech for 
analyses and safekeeping. Ne one at your organization will 
ever have access to your individual answers. Once the 
questisannaire answers have been coded and entered into the 

computer for analyses, the questionnaires will be destroyed. 
As part of the same research project, if you choose to 
answer this survey you will be asked for your per formance 

evaluation rating data for computer analyses. 

For analysis purposes, it is necessary tm identify 
individual responses from different work groups. During 
analysis you will be assigned a number, and your name will 

never be put directly with your answers. 

Fiar the purpases of this project, every opinion counts. 

Therefore, your opinions are very important ta this study. 
Supervisors will also be asked to complete a similar 
questionnaire about these relationships. Completion af the 
questionnaire is voluntary but I do hape you will take the 

time to camplete this survey. The questionnaire should take 
about 15 minutes toa camplete. 

After you camplete the questionnaire, please place the 
questionnaire back in the envelope. Place the envelope in 
the box marked "Virginia Tech Study: Employee 
Questionnaires" at the personnel office by the end of your 

shift wn Wesnesday, May 20, 1992. To keep your answers 

confidential and anonymous, please do nat discuss this 

questionnaire with oather employees. 

Thank yau in advance for your cooperation and assistance.



I hope you find the questionnaire interesting and thought 

provoking. You are free to discontinue participation in 
this project at any time. This project has been approved by 
the Human Subjects Research Committee and Institutional 
Review Board af Virginia Tech. If you have any cancerns 
about the cantent of this questionnaire and with further 
discussion, please contact the researchers: Marta Carter, 
at €703) SS2-9752 or her researcher advisor, Dr. Paseanne 
Fiati, at €703) 251-5814. Questions may also be directed ta 
members of the Human Subjects Research Cammittee: Dr. Helen 
Crawford, at €703) 2531-6581 ar Dr. Ernest Stout, at €705) 
231-9359. 

I give permission ta access my. performance evaluatian and 
attendance record data far the time of April 1991 - April 
1992. This information will only be seen by the research, 

Marta Carter. It will be destroyed by the researcher, Marta 
Carter. . 

Please sign if you agree to participate in this research as 
stated above: 

Print Name  
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WORK RELATIONSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE 

Dear Supervisar: 

These questionnaires are designed to find out how you and 
your subordinates feel about particular aspects of work. 
This 18 a research praject conducted by, Marta Carter, an 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology doctoral student 
fram Virginia Tech. These data will provide information to 
better understand working relationships between supervisors 
and subardinates. This is strictly a research project and 
will have no direct impact on you and your work. 

If this questionnaire is to be useful, it is important that 
you answer all questians frankly and honestly. There are no 
right or wrong answers toa these questions, since I am 
interested in what you think and feel about your work life. 

Your answers ta these questions are completely 
confidential. All questisannaires are to be returned in the 
envelope provided directly to the researcher at Virginia 

Tech for analyses and safekeeping. No one at Federal Mogul 
will ever have access to your individual answers. Once the 
questionnaire answers have been coded and entered ints the 

computer for analyses, the questionnaires will be destroyed. 

As part of the same research project, the participating 
subordinates will have their perfarmance evaluation rating 

and attendance record data coded and given to the researcher 
for computer analyses. The subordinates you are asked ta 

camplete the questionnaires about have already participated 
in this research and agreed toa the conditions. 

Enclosed you will find several questionnaires to fill out 
about your perceptian of your own subordinates named an the 

questionnaires. For analysis purposes, it is necessary toa 
identify individual responses fram different work grcups. 
As a result, I have given each individual a number so pairs 

of supervisors and subeardinates can be matched. 

Campletian of the questionnaires is voluntary but I da haope 
you will take the time to complete the surveys as complete 
superviseor-subordinate pairs are needed to analyze the data. 
Each questionnaire should take about 10-20 minutes ta 

camplete. After you camplete the questionnaires, please 
place them in the Supervisor Questionnaires box in the 

personnel office. To keep your answers confidential and 
anonymous, please do not discuss this questionnaire with 
mather emplayees.



Thank you in advance for your caoperation and assistance. 

We hape you find the questionnaire interesting and thought 
pravoking. You are free to discontinue participation in this 
project at any time. This project has been approved by the 
Human Subjects Fesearch Cammittee and Institutional Review 
Board of Virginia Tech. If you have any concerns about the 
mcantent of this questiannaire and wish further discussion, 
please contact researchers: Marta Carter, at ¢€705) SS2-3752 
or her research adviser, Dr. Roseanne Fiti, at ¢€703) 251- 
~81l4. Questions may alsa be directed to members of the 
Human Subjects Fesearch Committee: Dr. Helen Crawford, at 
(703) 231-6581 or Dr. Ernest Stout, at €705) 2351-9559. This 
information will only be seen by the researcher, Marta 
Carter. It will be destroyed by the researcher, Marta 
arter. Please sign if you agree to participate in this 

research as stated above: 
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SUPERVISOR BEHAVIOR CODING SHEET 

SURO VL Site ee re re co ma 

Primary OD Sr VQ mr rn rn nr rc mae nen 

Serandar y ODSEr VAC mr en en ee 

Date --9-- oor rr Times fram --mn eon bin mem rrr rn 

Please observe the supervisor listed above for 3O minutes. 

Far each i-minute interval: 

Observe and listen for 10 seconds €1-10), 

Write what you’ve heard/seen for 40 seconds ¢11-50), and 
ode what you’ve written using the following categories and 
subcategories for the final 10 seconds (51-60). . 

Mws2 MONITORS, work sample, self report, seceandary 
source 

Td-—o+ CONSEQUENCES, direct, negative, neutral, positive 

in-ot+ CONSEQUENCES, indirect, negative, neutral, 
positive 

Aacandi ANTECEDENTS, anticipated, current, obvious, not 
abvious, direct, indirect 

Ocma OWN PERFORMANCE, cansequence, moniter, antecedent 

Win WORE RELATED, invited, nat invited 

NW NON-WORK FELATED 

NS NOT SPEAKING 

S SOLITARY 

DH DIDN’ T HEAR 

a re re ere cee ne cen eee eae ee te en oe see aes iv a nt se ee ne mee cnet eens etn Sn ene nn me nh ene 

econ emcee eonee oreen Seah DanEE AERNY SOREL memey GOene CORED Cute SOLID GUUS CUSED SUID WHERE ChIND Enute GORD COORD ARSED souee qumep COED <DORD GOUT OADED SODES cece SanES StDGD wELID GUNn) GEM GREE Sete SeCEE COLES AOOES CIUEE GIIUD SOEGD Gem coven Steen seEeD ECE aneas SoDED StOtE SEND ann aoanS cEtES Stem coOED Wine sone 

Mws2 (Cd-ot Ci-ot Aacondi Ocma Win NW NS S DH 

Subordinate interacted with/referred tat meer rrr rrr rn nnn 
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A ane eee CRE SOEED GED CUSED SURES GREEP SEREE GOED GERED GED GENER SROGS CORED SEER GREED GHEE EES GENE GOETS SUTEE GOESD Nene GPOSD SOOT GREP CEEED SEEED CECE GERD GETS CUED GEmID CITED SOOTD SED GONE GOED CEDED CODED CESID GENTE SOURS GOUED tnate eho) Shah SECED CEtED ThEtE DEDtE GtEED GHEte Ccnen Comme eaten 

Mws2@ Cdeot Ci-ot Aazandi Ocma Win NW NS S DH 

Subordinate interacted with/referred tor mmr rt tt ttt tron 

Mws2 Ed-o+t Ci-at Aacandi Ocma Win NW NS S DH 

Subordinate interacted with/referred Cg mr rr rn 
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Mws2 Ed-ofF Ci-o+r Aacondi Ocma Win NW NS S DH 

Subardinate interacted with/referred to: --erer errno enn 
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Mws2 Ud-o+ (Ci-at Aacandi Ocma Win NW NS S DH 

Subordinate interacted with/referred tas weer errr renee nn 

Mws2 Cd-at Ci-ot+ Aacondi Oxrma Win NW NS S DH 

Subordinate interacted with/referred tor errr nro ren nme 

Mws2 Cd-30+ Ci-ot Aacondi Ocma Win NW NS S DH 

Subordinate interacted with/referred tas errr rr mrt nnn nnn
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Subordinate 
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interacted with/referred fers toe Mann Soeee creee SODEE STetE StiED CEED GHEE SOEtD EEN) eHEE GSETE RESID Seeee somes eoeee 
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Supervisor 
Satisfaction 

Grawth 
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Intention 
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Table 2-A 

Total Correlations Between Manager_and Subordinate Reports 
eet TTD ENN ee CORE SEED SED eee SEED GERD GEGED CED HOOD SEEED OLED ODED SIDS SMUD SED SLED OOP NUD COED COTM OOETD SOND SLED GOOD COnED SEOTD wore sare SEND CUOED COenS SOOED Term COETD Hoard SOSED GIT HUES SUTED CODED OORED COtED CLeED cbeDE CntED COULD CORED COEED ed 

Variable Correlation 

Negotiating Latitude ee 
General Satisfaction ew 

Supervisor Satisfaction ww 

Growth Satisfaction 22 

Da-worker Satisfaction «17 

Work Satisfactian . 18 

Turnaver Intention 2d 

Manager n = 292 

Subardinate n = 292 

Total N = 584 
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Table 2-B 

aves cme custe coaee eramh SOEmD GuIED COtUD ects Sates came) Ginat Grad Gbett GD GEanD GLORY GLENS SOUL creed GUhS CEES GUAT COED GiMLD COLES CONN OUEES COUED GEITD sates EntuD weOte 

i 23 45 6 7 8 9 10 iit #12 «183 
1 NEGLAT 
2 GENSAT. 45 

293 
3 SUPSAT.80 .48 

292 292 
4 GRSAT .66 .72 .72 

292 292 292 
5 COWSAT.47 .38 .52 .57 

292 292 292 292 
6 WRKSAT.54 .77 .56 .82 .50 

292 292 292 292 292, CL 
7 TENVR .30 .69 .29 .50 .21 .53 

292 292 292 292 292 292 
8 MONS .21 .02 .12 .15 .14 .08 .02 

292 292 292 292 292 292 292 
9 CONS .20-.06 .12 .06 .14 .07-.03 .47 

292 BIE 292 292 PIF 292 292 292 
10 ANTS .26 .O1 .14 .41 .09 .10 .04 .54 .41 

292 292 292 292 292 292 292 292 292 
11 ABS -.18-.20-.15-.18-.16-.28-.17-.01-.04-.08 

264 264 264 264 264 264 264 264 264 264 
12 LABS —.20-.21-. 14—.19-. 12-.29-.21-.04-.08-.02 .92 

264 264 264 264 264 264 264 264 264 264 264 
13 ABSRT—.20-. 22-.15-. 20-. 15-. 29-. 20-.08-.10-.04 .95 .88 

262 262 262 262 262 2627 262 262 262 262 262 262 
14 LABRT—. 20-,. 22-.15-. 20-. 15-.29-. 21-.08-.10-.04 .95 .89 .99 

262 262 262 262 262 262 262 262 262 262 262 262 262 

Notes n-sizes are located underneath each correlatian 
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NEGLAT 
ISENSAT 

SUPSAT 
SBESAT 
COWSAT 
WRESAT 
TRNVE 
MONS 
CONS 
ANTS 
ABS 
LABS 
ABSET 
LABRT 

Negotiating Latitude Cdyad means) 
General Satisfaction Cdyad means) 
Supervisor Satisfaction Cdyad means) 
Growth Satisfaction (Cdyad means) 
Co-worker Satisfaction Cdyad means) 
Work Satisfaction Cdyad means) 
Turneaver Intention Cdyad means) 
Moniters 
Consequences 

Antecedents 
Days Absent (subordinate) 
Days Absent Csubardinate Clag-transformed] 
Absence Fate (subordinate) 
Absence Fate (subordinate Clog-transformed] 
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Table 2- 

foes seven creme cones anon conte. nae ancien canen Orem eOUED SEED DYED GOEES GHOUD GDEUD GITUH O0OTD SEND SEMI GLED CUED CUETS Hodme Seem coat cueuE ew mee oeee seems eevee conse one eee 

Variable N Mean 5.D. Min Max 

Negotiating Latitude 292 3.00 ~ 1.71 4.86 
General Satisfaction 292 5.0 ‘91 1.50 7.0600 
Supervisear Satisfaction 292 Dee . 8-4 1.67 7.00 
Growth Satisfaction 292 3.14 83 zexu 6.88 

Ca-worker Satisfaction 292 5.48 a7 3.00 6.83 

Work Satisfaction 292 3.62 ao 1.93 4.75 

Turnover Intention 292 4.02 68 1.50 5.00 
Some cowre cove secet coete samme enant qnaay ames copes ayamp ajatt evans canet sepa cases cones sneee minty Sanay aogan eunce ances Cumee vulee sama} coOtn aOEDS cote: SENDS eetas aeums omens coute meee Theen stent comme SEMO bntD ERDES Bere GEaED Hebe METEE NOneE eenee seme SEEse SIDES SOON Saane Sune Dtete C0068 MOREE memes bomD Sunue Svece Sas cooes comet sabes cance cored comes cme! citer etas =ante joven GCOS OOPCL Sane SAEED COND CDGD OODUE SEO atm CODED DOTED CODE Subp SaDED GUEST ONES CONE SOFO ntadh Saree Sint STeES Sete Sine: Satan SOnw Saret Sure CODED Senet DENGD OMFG SLMS OTN LOmIO SanED SubeD OODTD OabGh SOOED COREG onnit SuUD MENED OOREE SERED SUOEE SeeeD 
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Table 3-A 

aoe SD ee CoeEY EHUD eee ‘meme TEED ODEEE Cente EUEED EIUED CHEVE SRIOD COSTE COED SOUR CORED GEREE SUEED GREED COND wrere SEND 

Dependent Variable $$ df F 

Subordinate Gender 9.81 17 3.135 #X* 

Error 30.45 274 

Total 60.26 231 

* p< .05 
¥*¥ p< .ol 
#*#*¥ p = .001 

ame pene enews eemee 20D OD SED CENT ERITD Sepat TET SEED TANG GED GUNES CURED CUNGD SUCRD TOL HORA PERNA WUPGD SEDGD LEME DERE SOREL CoD OOTP (ooee onsen onan S9CER enmes RAED penn 

Subardinate Gender 

Work Group N Mean 

1 11 1.00 BCD 
2 30 -22 ABRITD 
a 3 2.00 ACD 
4 8 1.00 BCD 
5 16 1.44 ABCD 
6 10 1.50 ABCD 
7 a 1.17 ABCD 
8 G 1.14 ABCD 
9 iz 1.31 ABCD 
10 2& 1.37 ABC 
11 3 1.15 ABCD 

= 26 1.52 ABC 
13 29 1.28 ABCD 
1+ 17 1.11 BCD 
15 9 1.20 ABIZD 
16 17 1.90 BD 
17 3 1.00 BCD 
18 38 1.36 ABCD 

Means with different letters are different at the p «< .05 
level.



Table 3-B 

eceee com tanee anem eveu wows {OUD em chew canes wOEED memEy GEE CONUS CODED SHEDS soeED Gtune GRELS weETD CemdD ete GOED COED 

Dependent Variable SS df F 

Subordinate Age 8250.65 17 2.65 ##* 

Error 29228. 26 270 
Total 31458.91 287 

+ p< .OS 

#*¥ p< .O1 
##¥ p < JOO] 

cr are wee ener SOUT) GENTE crete Comte cums CmmeD erkhd SEETE SEITE HEED CHUTS COFFS eeeEs SEED EDenD CanED SED~D eparD qbeuy pidaD SUETE =hme eannE cauD coDeD’ ‘TaD SOENE GOED GOOED CeeuD ee DoT 

Subardinate Age 

Wark Group N Mean 

1 11 46.735 ADEF 
2 30 24.67 ABCEF 
2 2 40.60 ABCDEF 
4 8 adee2d ABLDEF 
a 16 28.94 ABCDEF 
6 10 47.44 ADEF 
7 a 23.03 ABCDEF 
8 & 47.00 ABCDEF 
9 12 29.77 ABCDEF 
1c 26 41.93 ACDEF 
11 13 24.58 ABCDE 
iz 2G 28.56 ABCDEF 
13 29 20.435 BCDEF 
i+ 17 31.50 BCDEF 
is 3 48.80 ADF 
16 17 43.41 ACDEF 
17 2 oF.20 ABCDEF 
18 28 233.91 BCDEF 

Means with different letters are different at the p < .05 

level.



Table 3-C 

Dependent Variable SS df F 

Subardinate Educatian 24.99 14 2.O0E 4 

Error 273.13 274 

Total 308.12 291 

% p< .05 
*#*¥ pst .O1 

H##¥ p = .OO1 

weees canes eapen seven Cavan uDCD caked OpmED GaSe GEEED CODE GED SHEED GUGTD UpeuL CARED GEDED SUOGD Cubee GOeGD mNENT Syaes CaUED OONIE SPEED COEED DOR CbeED ent coape came Goons seme oreee 

Werk Group N Mean 

1 11 4.03 AB 

2 3 3.43 AB 

a a 3.40 AB 

4 8 3.20 AB 

5 16 2.934 AB 

6 10 3.40 AD 

7 oy 23.00 AB 

8 & 2.71 AB 

9 12 3.223 AB 

10 26 2.899 A 

11 3 2.2o AB 

12 26 3.15 AB 

13 29 3.93 B 

14 17 3.98 AB 
15 9 3.40 AB 

16 17 3.88 AB 

17 3 3.220 AB 

18 38 3.49 AB 

Means with different letters are different at the p <= .05 
level.



Table 3-D 

Dependent Variable 5S df F 

Subordinate’s Tenure With Current Manager 
120733.40 17 15.30 %*#** 

Error 122994.40 265 
Total 243727.81 282 

+ p< .O05 

#*% p< .O1 
#*#*% p < .O01 

swim pane conan coves (son GCOM CORED OGRED GlEtD SoanS SUGTT GTETS SURES COTE GneD OGIVE CUCUD GENTE GEEGD GROWL CapED UUGED SOESD GERD SEND Cow etIND CITED BLEED OoUED oem ce) ents etows Gave matte eocee 

caaae corns cane Gout manne GOOne SuEES CREED SEEDS EROIE SOnEt GINS Satu GAEDO DUIS) Summ OOOEE GhetD GEEID CuUES BELTS CowEL COED ETPED CIES SEEDS OOEDS Sint) GID TOUS SELES SOUND conty SOuDD SERED CONES ONDE StbuD COEED SEITE OfaSt euIED SDTED tence CONES 
TAs SELEY MAES GUIDO SnETD SUbTS SEEDS GLAND COMES GOREG GUEED Tower GOUUP KIEED RESGY Clues GUADE GROGD CUED woUET CUTE GhalD GHAES GDUUD GODLY GIES OUCEE GBEES 0000 COILS ESTED CEEES CUED CONES CEPY CDADE GEER) UNIEG mnmy GOED COON: GndDh WIND Sonne ObEDD 

10 17.10 BD 
2 24.20 BCD 
& 40.67 BCD 

1 

z 

3 
4 

2 16 11.13 BD 

6 
7 
8 

9 12 96.50 A 

10 2&6 2.96 BD 
11 13 14.92 BD 
12 26 12.92 BD 
13 29 2.00 BD 
i4 17 7.20 BD 
15 9 49.33 BCD 
16 17 24.24 BIC 
17 3 6.80 BD 
18 28 16.035 BD 

Mean scores reflect months of tenure. 

Means with different letters are different at the p < .05 
level.



Table S-E 

oe Ee See Cae ee eee qeee sree Sanee Sovrt CONS Trmer GLIED CIES GREED SUEUT CDEUD GNTON GCOET GOED Gomes GENT CED Cree 

Dependent Variable SS df 

Subardinate’s Job Tenure 

9392822.86 17 

Error 5980289.47 268 

Total 313123.335 285 

* p< .05 
¥#%¥ p< .ol 

#¥## p ¢ .001 

. Me 

Tukey’s Tests Between Work Group Means. 

Subordinate’s Job Tenure 

Work Group N Mean 

1 11 74.18 ABCDEF 

2 30 29.73 BDF 

2 S 113.80 ABCDEF 

4 8 239.19 ABCDEF 

2 16 935.69 ABCDEF 

& 10 118.00 ABCDE 

7 5 83.83 ABCDEF 

8 & 67.83 ABCDEF 

9 2 114.31 ABCEF 

10 2G 95.790 ABCDE 

11 3 44.85 BCDEF 

12 26 £0.42 ABCDEF 

2 29 39.17 BDF 
1-4 17 36.61 BDEF 

15 3 38.10 ACDEF 

16 17 115.18 ABCEF 

17 a 20,00 BCDEF 

18 28 28.47 BDF 

Mean scores reflect manths of tenure. 

Means with different letters are different at the p 
level. 

—_ CA
 

C3
 

< .05



Table 3-F 

Qne-Way_ ANOVA:   

Dependent Variable SS df F 

Subordinate’s Organizational Tenure 
815496.00 17 11.18 «x 

Error 1162884.38 271 
Tatal 1978380.38 285 

* p< .05 

**¥ p< .O1 
#*#*% p < 001 

Tukey’s Tests Between Work Group Means. 

Subordinate’s Organizational Tenure 

Work Group N Mean 

1 11 112.45 BCDEFGH 
2 30 57.63 BDFH 
3 3 134.80 ABCDEGH 
4 8 108.13 BCDEFGH 
5 16 136.06 BCDEFG 
6 10 198.80 ABCEFGH 
7 3 132.83 ABCDEFGH 
8 6 222.43 ABCEFGH 
9 12 156.62 ABCDEGH 
10 26 177.59 ABCEFGH 
11 13 118.00 BCDEFGH 
12 26 88.15 BDEFGH 
13 29 65.55 BDF GH 

14 17 58.00 BDFGH 
15 9 247.50 ACDEFGH 
16 17 145.76 BCDEFGH 
17 3 138.00 ABCDEFGH 
18 38 71.92 BDFGH 

Mean scores reflect months of tenur @. 

Means with different letters are different at the p < .05 
level. 
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Table 3-6 

Dependent Variable SS df F 

Subcerdinate’s Rating of Supervisor Interaction 

86.99 17 Sa HHH 
Error 294.49 2/72 
Tatal 481.48 285 

* p< .05 
¥%¥ p< Ol 
H##* p < .OO1 

Subordinate’s Rating of Supervisor Interaction 

  

  

Wark Group N Mean 

1 11 2.940 ABCDEF 
2 30 3.13 ABCDE 
3 2 2.40 ABCDEF 
4 8 2.209 ABCDEF 
S 16 2.31 BCDEF 
6 10 4.11 ACDEF 
7 3 2.93 ABCDEF 
8 é 2.71 ABCDEF 
3 12 2.04 ABCDEF 
10 26 2.co9 BDEF 

11 13 2.91 BDEF 
12 ae 2.96 ABCDEF 
13 29 2.00 BDF 
14 17 2.26 BDEF 
15 9 2.20 ABCDEF 
16 17 3.12 ABCDEF 
17 2 2.80 ABCDEF 
18 38 3.04 ABCEF 

Means with different letters are different at the p «< .05 
level. 
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Table 4 

Fassible Inferences 
Seem rate one May SED Cuban Som SOaDe GOGED CODED EDGED GDamD GREED ERED GOCE qemmD wees sreve SoETh 

Single Variable Analysis CWABA I} 
cece come anune eiwee steer imap butts AMOS SOIDG CLEVD ERED GUTVO COEES GLLDT TIETS wewEs Ukate eoveD coms EINES enneS SEINE Sente GIES StReS ESE EENCS Manne sets tinae amine eaten Gouns meme cteLe eoDEs EnmnS aver emte SUNEe Scene sEDtD SAEED Siren OnEES IEND Ctete SEES eODEE enTES SEES SIDES HEENA COND Genes cobes caine Same cutee omnes ere camen emee Cees OED Once come sabes Gave COPED CODE COMED COTE SEDED SEDED cena ewes ceces ores SCOTT COMO SAMO GOEGD CODED Onteh IIE OEDUD Omit Goves SabUD COG SENDS Sate SAtED Memes SEbED Soba Saban CADE COME SLIGA ORGS SUDED Steme GtTEN SETEL OED CODED SUNTO SEFC GEOG) SUEED OULD Binet Stem S9Den Gena CHE SoneD OND 

Research question: Is the mean of dyad member responses a 
valid measure of dyad characteristic? 

  eeeen cams sonee Sones enete atnet SanmD SuErD Sones cumtD coneS OOnty geete wom cutee SeneS SoTEe wom some Seine coves costs enue cuene Gacne Gouwe conan evans ENGR GECSE GEIS mrmr= GECUE GOEDS apaie aoett ented GOES cEEmE GEES SUES SUD GDLID GDWED OUND OUONE CDOS GOERS GuttL SEEDS SUAS Gtbad SIDE SERGE DnED Grane STEED SETED Orety SOU OSES MONOD GhbES GOEL ONGtO ShiNE SEERO COED STLbu EERO COWES Shim GunEL GOT SINGS SUED SEEN OnERS anaee 

CONDITION 

Between + Within 

Between “< Within 

Between = Within 

O=Between=Within 

INFERENCE 

Dyad mean valid 

Dyad mean .nat 
valid 

Both sources 

valid 

Neither valid 

IMPLICATION 

Dyad mean may be used 
toa represent dyad 

Dyad mean should not 

be used to represent 
dyad 

Equivacal 

Traditianal null 
eee nemes eames Covet coeee mune Gants Soune eTaee Sou Secne SEED ETEDD Gree SunOS sumne StstS Gomme COtE wanes tans GTEAS SOmD SOEES Dinee santo sorte GOES GrtE Genes Eis cubes AINE GH wiits SELES SOOTY COmED SUGGS COTES SERGE CEEGE werrs ShEES pent Simtt Govan GFEES SE=ED name S¢ed SERED CUNO cone Senne cabat SomES ceuee cues cones Sone coven coeee Soeee Send GONed Gees SEES GESTS Sa=TT SED OOMTS Sate Tuan SMLOE SADE SODEO STES SIDES ree SPGEE SSSR SEGED SOEE Stam EGE SESED SODDY SOS Seine cube SDELD CUent SOGDS GGEEe GESES St==h SEWED SUSIE OPEDe SESE? SEEDS SEEEt SESEG CameD SEGAL STSSO SUOED SUEND MWEE GDOEG GUOED ODED LIES MtteE SaDeT CONDE SUEDE GOOG SOOE 

Twa Variable Anal. 

CWABA II) 

  creas apane gnpan some ontte cust Steak worry cates cote nines Sette 

(correlation between pairs of variables) 

coete eects Goete ence exams sense nate ccmD SObED Gina eoaey SENN HONGO CORRS mere Sante CuTED KubED Deeds vetes coEbe 
eae Secs canes ceree eames Stace Snees creer SEES SEND SUES Coney GUD Gvane GDURO eves Orste Sit SIUAD GEGSD GDLED SUIS OED SFOMD ShsEG CPSaD SUED GUtDE GOOES SOOEE <nben Sint SEES COME GaaGs SLE SOGaD =UGen =ony Goats Grate Smee SEGES Stans arant Gtce Grmme SGtEt ESSE TEODE DHDSS CROPS SUULD Stans GADD HOLE SLEDS SUGED BOGGS COND 

Daes dyad membership affect the relatian Research question: 
between the two variables? 
eee eee etre cates Sneed Gens pied epee cated mines often Aimed SORES SERED COL epee) epmen Seine Smtte SewEe SEE? evetD GEE? Git atees SURES GabtS Mint same) ances SMAnS monty pounS Giiy wees mete SetTD ctase coset sant oars GLSSe SCOGS Stamy Ninn? CtEnD EEtME eOEnG CODED FEEDT ENDED CAIUS SEIS shied evbes enmen canes ances onee ouaee, Somes saree cones Senet Comet Stree Smet SEND S00ED COS SOC wees CORY Sant SiteD Samet SED SD CM Sanat Sat Sues SA SUPE Mead See SOAS OLEED CAND SOE wmmmw COCKE COMED SOR ——wy Gamat <anee SEED SabED Seedy Soben Sener SOLED Oates nines Sener Seca Seis Cube GG0GD SEED COTES OFM Chay OOOn OLDE SUUE CUNIE CORSE SOUED 

CONDITION 

Between * Within 

Between < Within 

Between = Within 

INFERENCE 

Dyad is valid 

influence on 

morrelatian 

Dyad is nat 
valid influence 

Both sources 

valid 

Neither valid 

IMPLICATION 

Dyad membership 

influences relatian 

Dyad membership does 
not influence 

relation 

Equivacal 

Traditional null 
Pee gesedcerehececParaatareedore-Pererd eres Pereedl creed evecdeere-Yeanadcedpere TeredmadmeerdareetvorceharedrrerdmedcsesParecheerd-crmdexch eredersatermteresdesret creker RessckerssRerekereelencd acketeredeetcakese Reseed eenedemadecsedecneteederstuasderedenadereedecsrtece] cm Pees Cone eaeee SORE CUSED SUDES SAND S1SED Sune GAPE SEPED SERED SOUR SEUES OOS SIDED SOMES SONI GUEED Car uta SOECD SEM Snub orbes CLG SOhGs TINS SOME ODED CODD CONS CORD EEG SORET Seats Sara> Cabal SOD=E SECnD Sarat SMOG Senay AnGUE SurED CONG? DOSS OOOGD POOGE OUNED GONE COREE Eten wetee SOME SERED OOMIS OODOE OLOIE 
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Table 5S 

Eta Correlations 

cemea wanes ease eueca comme seine coces acue SOtSe GE0P ORANT Share erEED coene SEES SNENE SOmtD SoeTe DOTES Sites SuseS caneY HaNrD CUARY ORES GERED EREUS CONS StrmL EULED GEDE Gente pneeD SuIOR SONTD Sti SETGe SORES CONES wemrE SUNN 22000 GUIDE SUEDE GREE StnaY SERED SERED GENES atEtD emnED SCtS StEe SEND enEeD eneS conve HeNES apart enaes tase ceewe cane capes Gare cusle GenED GUNS GEODG QERDD GPOTO Chem GREED HMDS GOES COLSE SutT) SUEY COOTS GinnS were OLEES EOEES CEunE GIES SELES COtED Sire Uneet Gombe mbune GOED Sonne IUGD GREDE GOGDG GSUDE COUDG GOGH MEE GUCUD CEES EDGES weeny wenEe SUOtD Coene SteTe CONES SEED SLED) OOUTE SEoe GHOSE SOLED CAMS SECT COND TU SOE? 

NEGLAT 
GENSAT 
SUFSAT 
GRSAT 
COWSAT 
WEESAT 
TRNVR 

Bet ween Within 

~/77 - 6&4 

.80 260 
~77 . &4 
~/77 « & 4 
76 6&4 

76 065 

73 -61 .. ., 

Bet ween—O 

Between-1S 

Bet ween-O 

Bet ween-O 

Bet ween-O 

Bet ween-O 

Between-15 
Serve Sowve crane Games Geese StnkD sanee onan Canin DEnES onana Dunne wore COED? SOMES GTUEE CORED aoETS GAIA Stees CO0tS etneD cerns CoinG Soret GOIGY GImMD Cones Senhe eueTS SOLE? Stub SOnth CONUS SIDES Urma: SrDte cotmD Cxtve wivtD Simin SUELY SOUT SDD Goubt connD SODE oTtTS SrTEt Str=y CuPGD SONOS cance Seem SenED Gone Granth nenee CunED SORE See aces aoeee cetes Semns GOERS GIEGD GMED —eeT GEEED GOED Guise cane SvatT CARS GRADE SAEED GUST GNRRO Sete Cubs Comin SEY GUY GEEEY GEEDS GOULD COLDS SOND GEOTD COEND apEDS SOUES GLEE? GOED UUs GO00S SECTS CDIND GENS GRGSh GORD SEINE GENES Greed opens GbtuS cules CONS UOEND CUTTY OECD GneS LESTE COCES STS HENHH CDOMD GLOGS GDOED 

284 M 
292 D 

anager & 

yads 
Subardinate Reports 

anes O18 Ogee ene anerd SPOOD GREY GoEED Sree SPUTE StNEE —. ae ecse eeeee neve Seep cope SURO Geto aun 

Eta Correlations E Ratio 

mm CTTED METS GTETE CONTE SUCKED GOOTD GOERS O0DD SERED SERED PERL SEPED EDEL OHOTE GLUED OOTUL aPeO ORNS AROSE COORD CRED CORED GEE SURE 

Induction 

a PasanPananh annrtersehercedpseset-anatumetusashsererliveced-arcadporedseedpesandrmed-aumpsnaetoeaadl asad-seard-cered-eeeedt-ereeteeeefannnt-aastaseadegerdenvet-remdarced aaed-ocmt-madancebererdeserdeortercedecee need ceckiseet ak aah rele A ceeekereell creck eeedcenebeeredh eceekertadeerePacectcencd come aaeve conse Gamet cum) cone comes DUTP CuntU CONE) SOMES Gocus GENS GAPE! SSOED GOETD SIGUE GUETE CUMS Ghany epana Saabs GnenD Gtatp anEED GE=E EEUED OPENS GEGED GLIOE COUN DICED GIDE GUT? aleee Cue ante Hin COGS SHIEL BONED SOESD GEOD Suite canet Gomme crwer GEtEy SOGUe Obane aster Gia) Sen eases EEObD GLOG? CHtGD mace aamaD SOG? 

NEGLAT 
GENSAT 
SUPSAT 
GRSAT 
COWSAT 
WRESAT 
TRENVPF: 

  

Within-3o 

Within-3So 

Within-3So 

Within-3o 

Within-3o 

Within-3o 

Within-3o 
etme Gunes etuse coven cuuee Simms Genes GEaae GLEE GOW Glare eure ems Gane Ghree GPCR SOGRE SPER TREN OuIne emNee aEED RorED CONES GUNNS Gumia GIES Shunt aoewe GoEDE GATES ODED EDEDO SDED GIUUU Cotas GENES S2EDE comme OEDD GEtO) SIDES MDGS COONS oeEt Chute Sonne Ghtut Snbee Grant SIDED Suet anced ete? Sonne EAP? Grunt SaneD SuAAh GOuhS 

292 D 
18 

Practical 

Bet ween—-O 

Between-1 

Bet ween—-3 

Within-—-O 

Within-135 

Within-3o 

NEGLAT 
SENSAT 

SUPSAT 
GESAT 
COWSAT 
WEESAT 
TRNVF 

Between Within 

- 47 ~ 88 
we 295 

. +4 ~90 
~ 41 -91 
249 -87 
44 290 

42 ~31 

yads 
roups 

Significance Criterias 
E > or = 1.00 

9 E > or = 1.390 
QO E > or = 1.73 

E< or = 1.00 
E< ar = 0.77 
E< or = 0.58 

Negotiating Latitude 
General Satisfactinn 

Supervisor Satisfaction 
Growth Satisfaction 

Caworker Satisfactian 

Work Satisfaction 

Turnaver



Table 6 

Alternate 

Variable Between Eta Within Eta F-test ond. 

NEGLAT ~77 64 1.47%% B?W 
GENSAT -80 -60 1. 7B#* B?> W 
SUPSAT ~77 64 1.444% Bo} W 
SRSAT ~77 64 1.45% B > W 
COWSAT -76 64 1.41%% BRB? W 
WEESAT -76 65 1.355% B > W 
TRENVR 79 a G1 1.71% BRB» W 

N = S84 Manager & Subordinate reports 
J = 392 Dyads , 
Degrees of freedom = 2951, 292. 
*#p* .05 for F > or = 1.26 
#*% p< .O1 for F + or = 1.939 

WABA_I:_ Variance based on between and within qroup scores 
00 coe aD See —. om CaamD CUED COUT SGD CREED COLES CORED GIGS SUTED OVEED GOUUR GUND COIRG COREE GPEtE GOEEP CHED SERED SEMED OGLED GEES GIDE SOLD GHEND UOCES STERG SOEES Cotte CODED DabED OEeaD DEDES SOUT CRIED COREE CODED OER CODES wee mew meee ee 

Alternate 

Variable Between Eta Within Eta F-test and. 

NEGLAT ~47 -88 4.65% W>B 
GENSAT aoe 295 1.85% W> SB 
SUPSAT » 44 .90 3. IDR W> B 
SRSAT ~41 ~91 3.25% W>B 
TOWSAT 49 . 87 5.05%* W > B 

WEEKSAT ~44 2390 3. I7#* W>B 
TRENVP 42 ~31 2. SAK W> SB 

N = 292 Dyads 

J = 18 Groups 

*%¥ ps 

Degrees of freedom = 17, 274. 
.O5 for F > ar = 1.69 
-9O1 for F ? or = 2.09 ¥* p < 

NEGLAT 
SENSAT 
SUPSAT 
GRSAT 
COWSAT 
WRESAT 
TRNVRF: 

Negotiating Latitude 

General Satisfactian 

Supervisor Satisfactian 

Growth Satisfactian 

Coworker Satisfactian 

Wark Satisfactian 

Turnover 
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Table 7 

sues queue eoens cana Greys Com cuTEt them come am canes GP GEN cece SnVT GOURD VERE GbeUD CREED EEEID cnenD envgh SmND erneD Cote rete eent ConiD GARD ptemn conan enewy et ed 

een eee seme Gath Sante SERED BEDED CTIA RENES SHAD SETTD COND —ETED SENSE SheED HIE mEeEY SOGAD SOTEE ONES SORE GemED SnENE GEES COEDS CONES CRIES COMO aneet eoeen crnct Stms crerD Tent SETS) HIME COtT? HIRES SOIND UETTT CWUES COvED STEMS StUDS COITD AtEE SEEES cubed KemeD pumDE BEES SEARS SLtSD STAND wom cones enEte BeReD senne mtamD ae eee comet aamne Somes Moved sent Sohn Gans Sane Sone <a =e SED Shey St SSS SONS SOON SMSO SUNY SOT SEEDS GORD GOGAD SEUNG CONS SIS tome utah Cran Sauin Sritt GOP GES Caely COU GMED GENS Cremt OUP GOCE SOOO COED SIMED Gate ancem SIGGD pant SOnN> GARD GRIDS SOON OGRE GOLD eoeen Gites OntTe mE GAtne 

    

Between Companents Within Camponents Total 

NLeta eta r prod NLeta eta r prod 
SENSAT ~77 .80 .45 .28 -64 60 .40 15 1.45 
SUPSAT ~77 «77 2.80 47 64 .64¢ .68 .28 .75 
GESAT »77 .~77 .66 .39 -64 .64 .55 22 .62 
COWSAT ~77 276 247 4.2 ~64¢ .6%¢ .28 .12 2" 
WRESAT 77 1.76 .9o4¢ 2.32 -64 .65 .41 1.17 4.495 
TRNVR .77 .79 .31 .18 . | -64 .61 .20 .08 .26 

N = 584 manager & subordinate reports 
J = 292 dyads 

MANAGERIAL GROUP USING DYAD MEANS 

Between Components Within Camponents Total 

NLeta eta r priad NLeta eta Yr proad 
GENSAT 047 132 sda «98 -88 .95 .45 .37 .45 
SUPSAT ~47 44 -82 .17 88 .90 .79 .65 .80 
GRSAT 47 .41 85 .16 -88 .91 .61 .49 .66 

COWSAT ~47 49 60 .14 -88 .87 .45 .35 .47 
WRESAT ~47 44 -76@ .16 .88 .90 .49 .38 .54 
TRNVR 47 42 -.07 -.O1 88 .90 .40 .32 .30 

N = 292 dyads 
J = 18 groups 

NEGLAT = Negotiating Latitude 
GENSAT = General Satisfaction 
SUPSAT = Supervisor Satisfaction 
GESAT = Growth Satisfaction 
COWSAT = Coworker Satisfaction 
WRKSAT = Work Satisfaction 
TRENVR = Turnover 

an
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Table 8 

{Uae Cove SEED CRUD CRLED GUERD COTE GmEND QETER GOUED SHTED GREET C0500 GEPED CRIP GREED SEaND GhEED CUED CHIUD COuED GDGTD GUEHO SO0UD STAG SIGUE SumDD Soule opeER queve cnmmy cvem eoete cosy conte Coa ccm CIEE GOEED OUDED ONES GOERD GURUS OUEED WEDED GRENS EEUES SUES SDEED CEES COTTE COEED SOEED GOURD GuEGD erNUL Comte 

        
  

  

  

  

CORRELATIONS PRACTICAL STATISTICL 
DYAD TOT BET WITH A INF Z INF 

NEGLAT & 
GENSAT 45 .45 40 -06 B=W 83 B=W 
SUPSAT -79 «80 .68 -18 B=W 3.17% BW 
GRSAT 62 .66 .55 -14 B=W 2.06% B>W 
COWSAT sod = 6 47) HB 2.29 B=W 22 Go** BoW 
WEEKSAT -49 .54 .41 | ~w1lG B=W 2.13% B>W 
TRNVR 26 .30 .20 © .10 B=W 1.28 B=W 

N = 584 manager & subordinate reports 
J = 292 dyads 

CORRELATIONS PRACTICAL STATISTICL 
GROUP TOT BET WITH A INF z INF 

NEGLAT & 
GENSAT 245 2Oo 245 ~10 =W o 44 R=W 
SUPSAT «80 -82 .79 -O4 B=W 228 B=W 
GRSAT ~ 66 -85 .61 .coG B-1iS 2.05% Bow 
COWSAT 247 260 .43 »20 B=W .89 B=W 
WEKSAT » 4 »76 4.49 26 B-15 1.79% B>W 
TRNVR ~29 -—-.907 .40 -.34¢ W-15 -1.31+% W>B 

N = 292 dyads 
J = 18 groups 

A (> or = .26) = B-15 
A (> or = .52) = B-30 

A (€<{ or = -.26) = W-15 
A €{ or = -.52) = W-30 

p «{ or = .05) = * 
p ¢< or = .O1) = ** 

NEGLAT = Negotiating Latitude 
GENSAT = General Satisfaction 

SUPSAT = Supervisor Satisfaction 
GRSAT = Growth Satisfaction 

COWSAT = Coworker Satisfaction 

WRKSAT = Work Satisfactian 

TENVE = Turnover



Table ¥ 

Variable COMPONENTS FINAL INDUCTION 
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SUPSAT 
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WRESAT 
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Bet ween 

and 

Between Equivocal 
Between Between 

Between Bet ween 

Between Between 
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Weak Between 
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Between 

Between 

Weak Between 
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GENSAT 
SUFSAT 
BESAT 
COWSAT 

WRESAT 
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WABA I WABA II 

Bet ween 

and 

Within Equivacal 
Within Equivecal 
Within Between 
Within Equivacal 

Within Bet ween 
Within Equivocal 

Equivacal 
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Weak Within 

None 
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NEGLAT 
GENSAT 
SUPSAT 
SESAT 
COWSAT 
WEESAT 
TENVF: 

Negotiating Latitude 
General Satisfactian 
Supervisor Satisfaction 
Griawth 

CMoaworker Satisfactian 

Satisfactian Wor k 

Satisfaction 

Turnaver 
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Table 10 

Equation 1 Regressors: Monitors, Cansequences, Antecedents 

Saurce Df Sum af Squares Mean Square P= Sq. F 

Madel 2 ee 2.07 8.2 20001 

Error =88 7a. 74 2 

R= = ,O79 R= Adjusted = .06%3 

Parameter Estimate , t Preab > ¢ 

Intercept 3.43 98.35 20001 
Moniters .O2 1.03 22037 

Consequences 293 1.36 ~1753 
Antecedents O58 2.61 20095 
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Table 11 

seem come snem snus conse aoe enews coeee eas cam ae omee Cn cat Seem onmE conee 

oem coors ewe cewte COMED ORNED SURED TOES SUED GERED GEERT EONS SETH TEND SURED CUTE eRETE Coens cones ene wsme cons cove wom wee ere arene Comme eon coats ceens eames cnees Sneve GEtah UOT DOES COTES EOGHS GomDD GLEUD GbamE GOOED Sue GLOED ODETD COSTE 

Dependent Variable: Dyad General Satisfaction 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Madel 3 1.77 vd ~70 sdalO 
Error 288 241.44 . B+4 

R= = .007 R= adjusted = .003 

Dependent Variable: Dyad Supervisor Satisfaction 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Madel 3 3.215 1.17 2.46 ~O631 

Error 288 201.22 70 

R= = ,O25 R= adjusted = .O15 

Dependent Variable: Dyad Growth Satisfaction 

Sisurce Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Madel 3 4.66 1.55 2.29 »9785 
Errar 288 195.35 ~68 

R= = ,O23 R= adjusted = .013 

Dependent Variable: Dyad Coworker Satisfactican 

Source Df Sum af Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Model 3 4.15 1.38 2.68 2471 
Error 288 148.43 ae 

R= = ,O027 R= adjusted = .017 

Parameter Estimate t Froab > t 

Intercept dad 96.33 ~9001 

Monitars » OF 1.42 1561 

Cansequences « O4 1.34 2.1821 

Antecedents -~, O01 - .O4 »IE353 
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Table ii ¢cant) 

Dependent Variable: Dyad Wark Satisfaction 

  
Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Model 3 1.07 2a 1.03 .0/786 
Errar 288 399.78 2oU 

Re = .O11 R= adjusted = .000 

Dependent Variable: Dyad Turnover Intent 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Model 3 -60 220 243 7316 
Error =88 134.49 ~47 

R= = .005 R= adjusted = .006 

Dependent Variable: Days Absent 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Model 3 14.27 4.76 ~Jt4 ~-6523 
Error 260 2272.09 8.74 

R@ = ,OO6 R= adjusted = .005 
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Table 12-A 

Equation 1 Fegresser:s Dyad Negotiating Latitude 

Source Df Sum Squrs Mean Square Fo = Siqnif. F 

Model 1 30.15 30.15 735.90 20001 
Error 290 1935.06 ~67 

R= adjusted = .204 

Equation 2 Regressors: Dyad Negotiating Latitude, Monitors, 
i 

Soansequences, Antecedents 

Source Df Sum Squrs Mean Square F = Signif. F 

Model 4 36.83 14.21 21.88 ~QO001 
Error 287 186.38 65 

R= = ,204 R= adjusted = .2230 

F= Thange = .028 F Change = 3.37 

Parameter Estimate t Preb > ¢ 

Intercept 2.95 7.11 29001 
Negot. Lat. .87 3.2 20001 
Moanitears ~O1 ea 8021 

mansequences -~.08 —2.0 ~O199 

Antecedents 203 -1.07 .2857 
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Table 12-B 

Equation 1 Regressor: Dyad Negotiating Latitude 

Source Df Sum Squrs Mean Square F = Signif. F 

Madel 1 131.35 131.35 507.78 20001 
Errar 290 735.02 a2 

R= = .637 R2 adjusted = .635 

Equation 2 Regressors: Dyad Negotiating Latitude, Monitors, 
Cansequences, Antecedents 

Source Df Sum Squrs Mean Square F = Signif. F 

Madel 4} 32.09 33.190 128.393 20001 
Error 287 73.38 226 

R= = .642 R= adjusted = .637 

R= Change = .005 F Change = 1.36 

Parameter Estimate t Prob > t 

Intercept 2 B20 2.99 29031 
Negot. Lat. 1.323 22.22 0001 
Monitors -.0093 ~.47 ~6422 
Consequences -, 004 -.20 . 8458 

Antecedents —, O24 -1.390 ~1965 
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Table 12-0 

Equation 1 Regressor: 

Sum Squrs Mean Square 

Dyad Negotiating Latitude 

redpcsreticeced-epaedl-ovee}ave-Apnrardanandecerh-crect-areedaaadecert-eseteesntasastharenduseeharsat-erorkareetvencetansetpereberetennd nectaseh teokerekened neko Reeth earekeretcesed tearkacal esed weck-tetebvesecd-crehearetpoomrdpareeqacasdpenrepaserdprecedusced-eaaedasestpecsediovedpasvetonnstposcrtaaced Sa snes noes coats Sonne conee anaes enews Coane anscs GDEGE wav Gnane SDGLD COOES GuINS GUOUD COPED GEOGD FREES GIEDe GEDe =u Grube SEE DPUES GDEED SEGEE SEES SLES Sten Geant SnGty Scant aPcen mete SOtts SOEED TeTeT MEGS SPA GLUED SOOT BALM WED GHEDD GREED SUES ORES SUEED GOOD SUIED CUETO SOUS CONES werent GUNES SHEE? CULE COURS 

Source Df 

Madel 1 

Errar 2ZIO 

R= = ,439¢4 

Equatian 2 Regressors: 

Tansequences, 

R= adjusted = .4352 

Sum Squrs Mean Square 

Dyad 

F = Siqnif. F 

fee. BO 20001 

Dyad Negotiating Latitude, Monitors, 

Antecedents 

wae ceeee vores mance ewoes cones meses woves sents acca) atone canes copes armrs couse seen emens euune steee cmmmh eles coven nets Wine? Oviit ante Camis Conny euee neete cower Sones eusmt Gute mine Emam emeee sees Sete GEttD SCE=S SEEED EntSe caneS cinEn aimee eECNS cEETe aonbS SEnEe eents eDenS evEnD cunee Sunes ance pene oonm sab) Come Seoae Sova coves sence Sores CCDS Canee COven CFSE SataD tmae Sunes Sarat COM! SOr=D Sone Sten Sunes COCeh SLMOt SOtne SAME SOS SUD CO SOCKS COCR OADEE Sane GASEE CESS SODED SaSGD Suber feTur Gabat Saat GW=e saves Sonat Genes Senet conan Sabah Surat SOwmD SSSeD SEEMS SODG> Sane SnEe STECe Mmbat SOD Sarw Samim Paheh SaBGD CORED Sema 

Source Df 

Madel 4 

Error 287 

R= = .449 

R= Change = .009 

Parameter 

88.64 22.16 
111.32 29 

R= adjusted = .4356 

F Change = 1.55 

werDeuvedyeresdheresdvenned covcdhaneed overtecametomad-amaT-encedh cana caeed-eeahoneedeoracdkasard-arer deere trecsederes dered ocerdemedoxaeDenertorerbareshaneednard orcadereeDaretenstecaeth nekeDendsseDersDareRerech-erecdseeek-emsterakeamtanetacentecsad-cmsekanstrarahenatecsReenehereet crest Coens coves Cmtee mune CureD SURED GuENO OGOED SEED CODED CORED DEDED CORED SERED CODED mina COND omPUS GnbED OADED HIDES OUOED GOUED CEPUD COMED GME CURED COLES NENTS SEMEL CODED SOLED Cate Gieh Semcs Sune OPED SUEEE VOE-CS SOESS CODER SEDC SGPET OODOD OUDE OOSEE GOOG COUCH CORTE COMED COMET SOND COREE COGS SOOM CUBED SEEEI CUtES SOLOS 

Intercept 
Negot. Lat. 
Maniters 

Consequences 

Antecedents 

Estimate t 

1.95 Geo 

1.07 14.72 

OD 1.35 

—, O4 -1.51 

203 -1.22 

~9001 
29001 
~1795 
» 1350 
2 eeuO 

mare veces maupe eames anes enews sates some SOLeT seen GETS GUEtS STOTT EimIT EuMMP aDnED come cotES Cows SeEte Giute SEINE vETTy EEDEE MEDCS SODES CUEED Cutie AmAit atmTD enEED CREED SOEGD Gantt Ginn Sater GuitG GuTEE CUTE SUETD Setee urrer Hrete SGD SEI? GEIS GD: Comin GELES SotEE SeeGs GOED CO=tS Cetey Stneh Deutn motes ateun Genes cones 
TS ee Se memes came Secee cme cae cares came Sesen Seren comes Stree GaN COPED SODGD CODED SOUES CODED SObS CRED CLES SOOT SUED COED CODED SOULS OOLED Abel Crney NOTED Sums GSMtD Sanat PateD Saber mired SSUES SGCED SUDwE SETED CONS CORED Cobar SUDal SubtD SOrMD Dene COPED SEOs SubGD CODE o@met Canen Simms Sine? SEW OuDeE eorer 

N = 292 Dyads 
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Table 12-D 

Equation 1 Fegqressoar: Dyad Negotiating Latitude 

Source Df Sum Squrs Mean Square Fo= Signif. F 

Madel 1 3. 8S 2 8S 82.62 20001 
Error 230 118.75 ~ 41 

R= = , 220 R= adjusted = .220 

Equation 2 Regressors: Dyad Negotiating Latitude, Monitors, 

Monsequences, Antecedents tee 

Saurce Df Sum Squrs Mean Square F= Signif. F 

Madel 4 30. O4 B.76 21.39 ~QO001 - 
Error 287 117.54 ~41 

R* = 230 R= adjusted = .219 

R= Change = .01 F Change = 1.00 
Parameter Estimate t Prob > ¢t 

Intercept 3.16 12.05 9001 

Negoat. Lat. 265 8.69 290001 
Monitars O93 1.07 » 2374 

Tansequences O28 80 4229 

Antecedents -.O3 -~1.37 1719 
reas Receederedpeceadevoesteres Pecerd cared oveeDeaerdh core camPeanedareedpered omntareadexcadeveed sewdeerertveree deevent-ored needy veneered madeeed-msadl cena esertereePeneeterecd ereeteredherederedeeet eek cect ceret ode cekceed-arteseck cccehemctvcescd ered neck ecsetcceTacectesDersst cert 

Sone Sree COD Genes OCU Sonad OOOAD Sonal GOSGD SELES OOOED SEDGE CODED GRGMD SUOW SaEGD OONGD SADE CODED GHEE SMS Stat CHAE SOME Crees SEDGE SHDN GADGD CODED OUND GUDEE SOLED OLDE SENGD SeSaD SOLS OEPED SODOE SEEGO CODED SODED GORGE OOEI mane onth SOPGD Mneee Gunae Samah Sates CODGE OOO) Senes Sener Denes Dare COTE COTE SOTED SOReS 
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Table 12-E 

ee Cee camer SEPTD StOGD GUOUD SOUT SUEY SPEED CFTHE VINCE SGM Germ coum Goeee ceeeD Oem RAEN CHET NETS TOTED SEDTD LOETE OUENO Stam eEeTE GooEt UEEED COLD CADET CreED YOUR SEETE CONES SEDER cree cuON” wneey mane conse eum eevee 

Equation 1 Regqresser: Dyad Negotiating Latitude 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square Fo= Sq. F 

Model 1 29.86 23.86 121.36 20001 
Error 290 71.900 at 

R= = .296 E= adjusted = .294 

“; 

Equation 2 Regressors: Dyad Negotiating Latitude, Monitars, 
lansequences, Antecedents 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Model 4 30. 14 7.do 30.58 29001 

Error 287 70.72 2 

R# = ,299 R= adjusted = .289 

F= Change = .003 F Change = .38 

Parameter Estimate t Prob > ¢ 

Intercept 1.40 &. 87 29001 

Negot. Lat. -63 10.86 -O001 

Toansequences ~.O1 -~.46 ~6492 
Antecedents -. 008 —-. 46 ~6432 
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Table 12-F 

ete apres Com Covet GREED GHTED (EDT CHEE eoatH puTED GIES SORE) erase Comm Glue 

Equation 1 Regresseor: Dyad Negatiating Latitude 

Seurce Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Model siaksssti“‘i RL ”*”*«dWSS*«DLO]~—SC«C OL 
Error 290 122.79 242 

R= = .090 R= adjusted = .030 

Equation 2 Regressors: Dyad Negotiating Latitude, Manitors, 
Pe 

Soansequences, Antecedents _ 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sg. F 

Madel 4 3.99 Dead 7.86 29001 
Error 287 121.77 42 

R= = ,O99 R= adjusted = .086 

R= Thange = .009 F Change = .796 

Parameter Estimate t Prob > t 

Intercept 2.567 9.63 20001 
Negot. Lat. -418 a. 48 20001 
Manitars -—.001 -.95 ~ 9602 
Tonsequences —.037 —-1.395 . 1854 
Antecedents —, 000 -.00 . 3978 

cere memee neue spas cecee coves cocky onimd mites Manse GEOED S00e meni cuess SeGte S0OvR cuEES UineA Ctous OUTS enews euses wows sence DtaED cntED conn? Cente Romie aitEt eoute epsee cones coer eéemD OMIES Salen oEED aneGD SeAdt anedh REED aabey S000 HONE) a¢mes ceEte Bane ment eEeT SITES sOteD DAIS anne eaves erate EOtED apEmS sneee anaDE SSS cere cree Sees Se Scere Sunes cones Cruces manes Cupar cotas seoee emma iiwan GOCE SeDah SEE MtaWE GOlRD Soret Cetus paETD Cuwed Canee COED COMED SEMIS AGGEE SEDES STEED SOE Getet wuwaD SOLED SOOET OULD GOLD SENET Say Sune ore Sabet SEDO SITE REVEP Cmnee Samat omnes Setet corer crtes OFOMm Genes ane Sanat seca Sones SenGe Sete 

N = 292 Dyads 
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Table 12-6 

eevee Ct8e COUN WpeyD coste covae CBuDG CDOS HNED SERED Savy Enemy SOmED Sores Sune nee eRe Seem CEES CUEET SUE CEUED GIUED URGES SoLiD ane mEEED Gon eoele Gove (020m ODER sqneD CouED CarED Care SORE COME S=DE SOGm EpETE warer GOUnD EmDED OOESS IDELD SOUUG COQUD GOOD SOens 

Equation 1 Regressor: Dyad Negotiating Latitude 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Model 1 71.47 71.47 8.45 2 OO 
Error 262 2214.85 8.45 

R= = .O31 R= adjusted = .028 

Equation 2 Regressors: Dyad Negotiating Latitude, Monitors, 
Monsequences, Antecedents 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square Fo= Sq. F 

Error 259 2205.92 8.52 

R= = ,O35 R= adjusted = .QO20 

R= Thange = .00O4 F Change = .351 

Parameter Estimate t Prab > 

Intercept &.68 Jao 29001 
Negat. Lat. -1.00 -2.79 - 9057 
Monitors - .O1 - 05 29597 
loansequences - «ll - .86 ~3ISE 
Antecedents 297 72 » 4701 
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N = 264 Dyads 
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Table 12-H 

SDOT conte SUeTD Cav! CORED GOtnD COTED GIIEE SEED GFUED cumin CimUD GREED CREE =ETD cee CTE cued GanEd TENS PUENE OUELD COOGE NORTE SEEUD GREED DENED GOnND SunED eect caves CLUES SUET) SOUL GeTED CETED CUTER GUIED COANE ODEET SIE GETCT GOD COEUD OERET SURED Atgey UDGED DEUED SENTD UoDED OuWD Cotun CUITD CSeD 

Equation 1 Regressor: Dyad Negotiating Latitude 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F = Sq. F 

Model 1 - 9008 .9008 6.19 .0O14 
Errar 260 ~OS46 29001 

R= = .O233 R= adjusted = .O195 

Equation 2 Regressers: Dyad Negotiating Latitude, Monitors, 
mansequences, Antecedents 

Source Df Sum of Squares Mean Square F= Sg. F 

Madel 4 2901 ~9003 2.904 .OF9 
Error 257 » O34 20001 

R= = ,O3503 R= adjusted = .O152 

R= Change = .01 F Change = .61 

Parameter Estimate t Prab = t 

Intercept 29205 6.34 0001 
Negot. Lat. -.0021 -—2.20 2 O2Z52 
Monitors -.90002 - .90 ~6140 
Consequences -.0005 —1.02 - 9068 
Antecedents -9002 ~42 ~6744 
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Table 135 

Summary of Hierarchical Multiple Fegressions With Outcome 

Dependent Neg. Lat. Unique Variance R= Change/ 
Variable i= of M,C,A F 

Ineneral Sat » 206 2028 wast 

Supervisor Sat 637 2905 1.356 
Grawth Sat » 435 2QO0°9 1.55 

Coworker Sat oO 2010 1.00 

Wark Sat ~2IG 2003 ~28 

Turnover Intent 2090 2909 ~80 

Days Absent O31 - moe 2 O04 wow 

Absence Rate 2023 2O10 ~61 
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FIGURE 1 

PROPOSED MANAGER BEHAVIOR MODEL
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B.A. University of Tennessee, 1385 
Graduated with honars 

Major Field Academic Psychology 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Virginia Quality and Productivity Center 
Blacksburg, VA 

Research Scientist, Management Systems Engineer a/9S 

Will generate and deliver quality and productivity 
management products and services 

Community Resource Development 
Blacksburg, VA 

Survey Analyst 10/92 - 3/3 OJ
 

Analyzed Virginia Beach Department of Agriculture land 
development survey 

Virginia Tech, Department of Psychology 
Blacksburg, VA 

Project Coordinator, Outcome Assessment Team 8/931 - S/92 

Coardinated retention rates, capstone assessment, senior 
interview, long-term alumni survey, and major field 
achievement test projects 

Bell Atlantic 
Arlingtoan, VA 

Test Administrator iz/91 - 2/92 

Administered computerized tests on-site for selectian 
battery validation at locations in PA, NJ, MD, amd VA 

Center for Survey Research 
Blacksburg, VA 

Inter viewer o/391 - 8/91 

Landucted telephone surveys, trained callers, and revised 

survey items 
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Management Consulting Team, Neil Hauenstein 
Thristiansburg, VA 

Job Analyst, Montgomery Regional Hospital 8/30 - S/ 31 

Meanducted on-site job analysis interviews with hospital 
emplayees and wrote job descriptions for the 

development of selection battery, per formance 
appraisal, and feedback systems 

BellSouth Corporation 

Atlanta, GA 
Human Resources Research Intern 1/90 —- 7/930 

Assessed transportability of strength test for three 

pasitions at printing facility 
Moanducted focus groups and revised items for carporate- 

wide employee attitude survey 

Examined validity of spelling subtest for Director 

Assistance and Toll Operator selection battery 
Established new qualification standard far general 

aptitude selection test 

Shenandoah Life Insurance 
Roanoke, VA 

Field Test Representative 2/390 - 6/90 

Administered selection tests to Atlanta area recruits 

Management Consulting Team, Neil Hauenstein 
Roanoke, VA 

Job Analyst, Shenandoah Life Insurance 8/89 - 12/83 

Mmanducted an-site job analysis interviews with insurance 

firm employees and wrote job descriptions for the 
development of selection battery, per formance 
appraisal, and feedback systems 

Applied Opinion Research 
Salem, VA 

Inter viewer 11/89 - 12/89 

londucted telephone survey research 
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Whittle Communications, 
Enaxville, TN 

Field Operations Administrator 6/85 - 8/86 

Caordinated magazine and product sample distribution 
Supervised distribution on-site at selected locations 
Frepared and presented reports to upper management 

Coordinated activities of field representatives, 
warehouse personnel, sponsors, computer services, and 
print department 

Duties also included survey development and computer file 

maintenance 

TEACHING AND ADVISING EXPERIENCE 

Radford University, Psychology Department 
Radford, VA 

Course Instructor 

Sacial Psycholagy 1/93 - S/93 
4 classes (230 students) 

Concord College, Social Sciences Division 
Athens, WV 

Course Instructor 

Industrial and Organizational Psychology 1/92 - S/32 

Intraductory Psycholagy 1/92 - S/92 

Experimental Psychology 8/91 - 12/91 

Virginia Tech, Department of Psychology 
Blacksburg, VA 

Course Instructor 1/91 - S/31 

Frinciples of RFesearch Methodolagy 

Advisor, Undergraduate Information Office 1/91 - S/ 31 

Advised students af course requirements 
Maintained confidential files 
General administrative duties 

Course Instructor 8/590 - 12/50 

Frinciples of Research Methodology 
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Course Instructor 8/89 - 12/893 

Industrial and Organizational Psychology 

Advisor, Undergraduate Information Office 8/89 - 12/89 

Same duties as listed above 

Graduate Teaching Assistant 8/87 - S/8%9 

Industrial and Organizational Fsychology 
4 classes 

Assistant Coordinator, Introductory Psych 1/87 - &S/87 

lampiled exams and extra credit data with interactive 
camputer programs — 

Organized and canducted weekly GTA meetings 
Caeardinated subject pool and proctored exams 

Lab Instructor 8/86 - 5/87 

Intraductory Psychaloagy Labs 
6&6 classes 

RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 

Field Research 

Dissertation, Roseanne Foti, Chair 
Blacksburg, VA 

Leader-—Member Exchange Field Study 8/91 - 8/32 
Federal Mogul, Inc. 

Investigated relations among objectively observed manager 

behaviors, manager-subordinate exchange relationships, 
and subordinate outcome variables (satisfactian, 

turnover intent, absenteeism) with first-level managers 

and manufacturing employees 

Virginia Tech, Department of Psychology, Dr. Geller 

Radfard, VA 
Driver Safety Field Experiment, Pools 6/89 - 8/89 

Collected behavioral data on-site for field study testing 
cammunity interventions to increase safety belt use at 
lacal swimming pools 
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INMAR, Inc., Monnie Bittle 
Winston-Salem, NC 

Employee Attitudes Field Study J /89 - 3S/89 

Administered employee surveys for field study 
investigating employee attitudes, job environment, and 
selection preacedures 

Virginia Tech, Department of Psychology, Geller 
Blacksburg, VA 

Driver Safety Field Experiment, Schools 6é/88 — 8/88 

Tarried out interventions and collected behavioral data 
for field study testing community awareness 

interventions to increase safety belt use at lacal 
elementary schoanls 

Virginia Tech, Department of Psychology, Foti 
Blacksburg, VA : 

U. S. Marine Corps Grant 6/87 - 8/87 

Analyzed data for development of U.S. Marine Corps 
performance appraisal system 

Virginia Tech, Department of Psychology 
Blacksburg, VA 

Per formance Appraisal Experiment, Foti 1/30 - present 

Testing effects of time delay crossed with consistency of 
rating purpese and format on performance appraisal 
accuracy 

Thesis, Roseanne Foti, Chair 8/88 - 3/89 

Tested effects of purpose and rating format on raters’ 
appraisal accuracy of filmed grecery bagqgers; 

investigated encoding specificity’s generalizability to 
a performance appraisal setting 

Per formance Appraisal Experiment, Foti 8/87 -—- 3/88 

Assisted in data collection and data analysis for study 
investigating seacial information preacessing effects of 

cansistent encoding and retrieval cues on performance 
appraisal accuracy 
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Leader Emergence Experiment, Zaccaro 1/87 - 3/87 

Assisted in literature review, experimental design, task 

preparation, data collection, and data analysis for a 
study testing the relationship between leader emergence 
and self-monitoring; resulted in publicatian 

Social Loafing Experiment, James Nimmer 8/86 - 12/86 

Callected data and reviewed manuscript of a study testing 

the effects of cognitive social lmafing in groups 

per farming preaductian tasks 

PRESENTATIONS 

Darter, M. L., & Foti, FB. J. €13993, August). Manager 

cutee canes anen amine SNDED mover COSTS CREDO EEE eames suOTs epee TEED Gime euEDe SETET GHDTS SODUD ERO TOTES HEADS TERED GRIDS LONE GADGR GDEDS CODD GoTEe GIDtS EDT vee come eaeee eure cman ennne even sneee saben enews Sree erare Senne sree ne ee we 

attitudes. Paper to be presented at the 101ist Annual 

American Psychological Assaciation CAPA) Conference, 

Toronto, Ontario. 

Carter, M. L. C1992). Supervisor-subserdinate exchange 

model. Paper presented at the 8th Annual Graduate 

Research Sympesium at Virginia Tech, Blacksburq, VA. 

Carter, M. L., & Foti, FF. J. €19899. Effects of appraisal 

Psychological Assaciatian CAPA) Conference, New 

Orleans, LA.



TECHNICAL REPORTS 

Carter, M. L. €1993). Investigation of wark relationships, eaawe eeene cntee ate womwe Sante Genes Deve eneee Saree eam CORE CONE COSTS OMARS CODED GEOG GDOGS weEET EUVES GEES GROEE Stems CFED Rem ShOGD SEED SbGUD GMEUE Semen GOtED GIEee 

wove mem cores mom vanet cote COR aEetD SOETD COED CCDTD ODED Rew sactn eHDD MOTT toed G0CEe OnNED OUP WIED LOTUS GOUGD ERED SODD EDGED SbEnS aSbGD cOeiD OFECE GOED SLEDD SUR QIEED DED SED CenD COINS GtDeD Cove ShamD Oabes atEeD svete UeDD oem om wee 

Ta be submitted ta Federal Mogul, Inc. 

Carter, M. Le. C19929. Summary of retention rates in the 
est Some eens eaves Gram weny ane GIDE SURO NYSED GPELD EGLT COGEE COUN hems OPES SEED OUST OOUD SUC ELDED (SEND CURED GOERS GDGE CoEED SUED SUETS COULD Shier SEnIN witeD 

Psycholagy Department. 

a) 

Carter, M. L., Flaherty, V. L., & Waung, M. ¢€1990), 

qeces ecece CURD CUEWD SUETS Gimut GO0EE EES GnEED CONED CONES CENTS GannOS etase cnwve CODE) WET GaNED CUED CHUTES URIUD COTES OODED GEIS GUDER GUESS GFUGD GEDED GUETD GOUDE COREE CUEGE Qxuen NODE Power CC0ED Shes SUES ORINS GSEED CEES CIDE CUFED ENU0P GUDED GIEDO CNET GITtT anGDS SENDG SHEE PabeR coney 

positions at Stevens Graphics, Inc. BellSouth HRE. 

PAPERS IN PROGRESS 

Carter, M. La, & Foti, R. J. €1992). Manager-suboerdinate 

behavior _ model. Unpublished dectoral dissertatinan, 

Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA. 

Carter, M. L., & Foti, FR. J. €1992). (CEffects of time 

delay, appraisal purpose, and rating format on 

performance appraisal accuracy]. Unpublished raw data. 

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 

Project coordination, group facilitation, presentation, 
teaching, human relations, research, organizaticonal, and 
analytic skills 

Familiar with SAS, SPSS, DETECT, Harvard Graphics, and 
various woardprocessing saftware packages 
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SELECTED GRADUATE COURSES 

Content 

Wark and Mativatian 

Fsychology of Leadership 
Leadership and Levels of Analysis 
Organizational Psycholagy 

Personnel Psycholoagy 

Job Analysis and Evaluation 
Serial Psychology 
Criterion Development and Evaluation 
Cantemporary Tapics in Applied Psychology 
Human Learning and Cagnitiye. Process 

Research Methods 

Fesearch Design and Methods 
Research Design, Methods, and Analysis in Field Settings 

Behavior Management in Large Scale Systems 

Statistics and Test Development 

Statistics I and II 
Multiple Regression 
Multivariate Analysis 
Within and Between Analysis 
Advanced Test Theory 

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Service 

Area Coordinatar, American Mensa, Blacksburg, J92-present 

Industrial / Organizational Area Student Representative, 
Virginia Tech Psychology Department, 1388 - 1989 

Industrial / Organizational Area Faculty Selecti«an 
Cammittee, 

Virginia Tech Psychology Department, 1988 - 1389 

Departmental Evaluation Team, 

Virginia Tech Psycholoqy Department, 1987 - 1988 

Departmental Student Fepresentative, 
Virginia Tech Psychology Department, 1987 - 1988



Member 

Seciety for Industrial and Organizational Psychology 

American Psychological Associatian 

Southeastern Psychological Assoaciatian 

Saciety for FPsychoalogical Study of Sorial Issues 

Psi Chi Honar Society 
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